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M.1 GENERAL
This appendix contains the Memos for Record, Guidance Memos, and reports that are referenced within
the Design Documentation Report and Appendices for this feature of work. This is not a complete listing
of Memos for Record, Guidance Memos, and reports associated with the Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood
Risk Management Project.
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ATTACHMENT M-1
MFR-0XX Utility Relocation Requirements Associated with Southern
Embankment
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CEMVP-EC-G

March 23, 2017

DRAFT - MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT:
FMM Southern Embankment – MFR-0XX, Utility Relocation Requirements Associated with
Southern Embankment
1.

REFERENCES

USACE. Engineering Manual 1110-2-1913 Design and Construction of Levees. April 2000.
USACE. Engineering Manual 1110-2-2902 Conduits, Culverts and Pipes. March 1998.
USACE. CPAR-GL-98-1 Installation of Pipelines Beneath Levees Using Horizontal Directional
Drilling. April 1998.
USACE. ERDC-GSL TR-02-9 Guidelines for Installation of Utilities Beneath Corps of
Engineers Levees Using Horizontal Directional Drilling. June 2002.
2.

PURPOSE OF THIS MFR

This memorandum discusses general requirements for utility relocations that are impacted by the
Southern Embankment project. These requirements will aid impacted utility owners and the
Non-Federal Sponsor in developing a relocation plan. These requirements are general; each
proposed utility relocation shall be reviewed by the Corps of Engineers (COE) on a case-by-case
basis.
3.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Southern Embankment project consists of an earthen fill dam embankment that extends from
the Diversion Inlet Structure east to tie into high ground in Minnesota. The dam embankment
also extends south from the Diversion Inlet Structure along Cass County Highway 17 (CR17).
The Southern Embankment also contains 3 structures, the Diversion Inlet Structure, Wild Rice
River Structure, and Red River Structure. Multiple roads will also be raised to cross the
alignment. Borrow material for the dam embankment will be obtained from the connecting
channel and borrow ditches that are located upstream of the alignment. As a result of this
project, a variety of existing utilities will be impacted.
4.

EXISTING UTILITIES

There are approximately 45 different utilities that are located within the Southern Embankment
footprint and approximately another 15 utilities that are near the footprint. These utilities can be
grouped into cable-type utilities (electric, fiber optic, cable, and telephone) and pressurized
utilities (water and sanitary force main). A summary of these utilities is presented in the table
below.
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RESPONSIBILITIES

Per the Project Partnership Agreement (PPA), the Non-Federal Sponsor (NFS) is required to
perform relocations, which includes utilities. The Non-Federal Sponsor is thus responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination with utility owners impacted by the proposed project.
Holding workshop(s) with impacted utility owners and COE.
Development of a schedule to implement the relocations which includes at a minimum
design, review, and construction.
Hold coordination meetings as needed during the design of relocations.
Development of draft and final demolition and relocation plans that will be submitted to
the COE for review and comment.
Evaluate COE comments and coordinate with COE reviewers to close out comments.
Depending on the type and location of proposed utilities within the project limits, some
relocations may need to be constructed prior to dam embankment construction while
others at the time of dam embankment construction (i.e. freeboard crossings). For utility
relocations and/or crossings that are included in the dam embankment design packages to
be constructed by the dam embankment contractor, final approved relocation plans must
be submitted to the appropriate design team no later than 30 days prior to the 65%
submittal date.

The COE shall be responsible for:
•

Participation in workshop(s) and coordination meetings.
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Timely review of draft and final demolition and relocation plans, and submittal of review
comments.
Approval of the relocation plan prior to construction or incorporation into the COE’s dam
embankment design packages.
Incorporating demolition and relocation plans into the dam embankment design
packages, if applicable.

RELOCATION REQUIREMENTS

6.1. WORK SHOP
The Non-Federal Sponsor shall host a workshop with all impacted utility owners and the COE.
The purpose of the workshop is to:
1) Evaluate the necessity of utilities that must cross the dam embankment,
2) Minimize the number of locations that utilities cross the dam embankment by
concentrating individual crossings at a select number of corridors,
3) Evaluate concept designs for any utility crossings that are not routed over the 925.5
elevation.
The workshop shall be attended by utility owners and their qualified engineer(s) (5 or more years
of experience in designing Flood Risk Management projects and utilities). The workshop shall
cover, at a minimum, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimizing the number of utility crossings.
Considering alternative crossing locations that minimize the risk to the project.
Potential Failure Modes Analysis (PFMA).
An evaluation of the structural integrity of the pipe(s) being used.
An evaluation of the pipe joints to ensure they can withstand the expected settlement or
movement without leakage.
The location and type of closures.
Method of installation.
Method to be used for O&M inspecting the pipe.

6.2. EXISTING UTILITY REMOVAL AND ABANDONMENT
All existing utilities shall be removed from within the footprint of the dam embankment and to a
distance of 50 feet beyond the toe of the dam embankment.
Existing below ground utilities within the project limits will be removed by the COE’s dam
embankment contractor. This will ensure that the COE can inspect utility removal and
backfilling as part of the dam embankment contracts.
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When outside the 50-foot distance beyond the toe, the abandonment and removal may be
completed by the demolition and relocation contractor. The demolition and relocation contractor
shall disconnect, cap and abandon existing underground utility lines, or remove utilities.
Removal includes but is not limited to utility piping, piping appurtenances, and bedding
materials.
6.3. UTILITIES CROSSING THE DAM EMBANKMENT
All existing utilities will be removed from within the footprint of the dam embankment and to a
distance of 50 feet beyond the toe of the dam embankment. For utilities that require relocation,
they shall be relocated such that they cross the dam embankment above elevation 925.5 feet,
which is the probable maximum flood pool of 924 ft plus 1.5 feet to account for settlement. The
number of crossings shall be limited, and the use of utility corridors where multiple lines cross at
the same location is required. If possible, crossings should be located where the existing ground
is at its highest elevation. Proposed utility crossings in the dam embankment will be evaluated
on a case by case basis.
6.4. UTILITY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
Proposed utilities crossings in the dam embankment will be evaluated on a case by case basis,
and calculations shall be submitted to fully document the design. The following are provided as
guidelines for utilities crossings in the dam embankment above the 925.5 elevation:
1. If possible, proposed utility crossings shall be aligned to cross perpendicular to the dam
embankment centerline at the crossing location. Variations to the crossing angle may be
dictated by field conditions and the location of connecting utilities. Final crossing
location and orientation relative to the proposed dam embankment alignment shall be
approved by the COE during project design stages.
2. If applicable, frost protection shall be provided by additional dam embankment fill to
meet local requirements for 7.5’ minimum cover. Earthen fill is the preferred alternative
for frost protection, as it is more reliable than insulation. Insulation may be considered to
provide additional frost protection above the 7.5’ of earthen cover.
3. If solid cable type utilities are placed with conduits, the conduit does not need to be filled
or completely sealed.
4. The new pipelines shall be designed in accordance with EM 1110-2-2902. Per EM
1110-2-2902, if plastic pipe (ABS, HDPE, PVC) will be used, approval is required from
USACE Headquarters (HQUSACE), and a request will need to be made by the St. Paul
District.
5. Pipelines and conduits crossing the dam embankment must be televised once every five
years, at a minimum. Design of pipelines and conduits shall allow this televising to occur
by providing entrance and exit points and a way to evacuate the line if necessary. The
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exception to this will be potable water lines and sanitary, where hydrostatic pressure
testing once every five years will be required to evaluate the condition of the pipeline.
6. Pressurized pipeline material and joints shall be pressure rated to withstand all fluid
pressures that may be encountered. Specifications shall be written to require hydrostatic
pressure testing after installation.
7. Pressurized pipelines shall have positive shut-off valves installed on either side of the
dam embankment. This will provide a means to isolate the utility line in the event that it
fails, repairs are needed, or relocation is to occur.
8. Calculations are required to show that each utility line has adequate strength/flexibility to
withstand the expected loading and settlement.
9. Pipelines shall be evaluated for the need for air-release, air vacuum and combination
valves. If needed, the valves shall be adequately protected from frost.
6.4.1. RAPID CLOSURE VALVES
Rapid closure valves will be required on each side of pressurized utility pipeline crossings. The
purpose of the valves is to provide pipeline isolation in the event of leakage, rupture, repairs, or
relocation. All pipes crossing the dam embankment must be designed in a way that allows rapid
closure in the event of a rupture to prevent gas or fluid from escaping within or beneath an
embankment; and to prevent backflow of floodwater into the benefitted area. The rapid closure
valves shall be located a minimum of 20 feet beyond the toes of the dam embankment and
outside any areas of distress that may be caused by the embankment loading or maintenance
activities. Final location of valve and type of valve used shall be determined on a case-by-case
basis.
6.4.2. CABLE-TYPE (NON-PIPELINE) UTILITY CROSSINGS
Cable TV, Telecommunications and Underground Power lines are typically trenched into the
ground at depths ranging from 3 to 4 feet below the ground surface. The existing utilities shall
be removed from the footprint of the proposed dam embankment and relocated in the dam
embankment above the 925.5 elevation. New solid cable type utilities shall be installed using an
open cut method and the backfilled and compacted properly. Solid cable utilities will not be
allowed to be installed by the trenching or plowing method.
Conduits may be initially installed within the dam embankment and the cable-type utilities
installed within the conduits. If used, the opening of the conduit on the upstream side shall be
sealed.
6.4.3. CROSSING IDENTIFICATION AND MARKINGS
Color coded fiberglass service line marker posts shall be provided for all underground utilities at
each crossing point on both sides of the embankment. Markers (Length 72”; width 1”.) shall
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identify service lines, valves and underground property. Marker posts should be located at the
edge of the Vegetation-Free Zone.
All piping shall be provided with metallic marking tape or other applicable passive marking
system to facilitate utility location by field personnel for future maintenance and repair.
Detectable tape is typically installed at bury depths of 12-24”. Marking tape should not be
installed where it will be damaged by future construction.
6.4.4. UTILTIES CROSSING DAM EMBANKMENT WITHIN FOUNDATION
There may be instances where certain utilities may be allowed to cross under the embankment.
There are many factors that must be considered and addressed in a site specific engineering
evaluation before any such crossing would be approved. Chapter 8 of EM 1110-2-1913
discusses these factors and concerns. Pressure pipelines are of particular concern because of the
damage that can occur to the embankment if a line fails in the foundation.
Proposed utilities crossings under the embankment maybe considered if justification is provided
that shows why it is necessary instead of a crossing above the PMF pool elevation. These
crossings will also be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Existing utilities will need to be
removed and new utility lines installed if there is justification to allow in foundation. Stringent
requirements will be developed by the COE on a case-by-case basis for these utilities.
7.

UTILITY WITHIN PROJECT EASEMENTS

Utility relocations within permanent project work easements but not crossing the dam
embankment shall be designed to meet all federal, state and local requirements. Relocations
shall be designed to withstand heavy loading from construction equipment and shall meet
minimum frost protection depths as required.
Existing utilities running parallel to the project alignment and located within 50 feet of the toes
of the dam embankment will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The COE will make a
determination if the utility may remain in place.
When new utilities are constructed, they must be located a minimum of 50 feet beyond the toes
of the dam embankment.
8.

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

8.1. DESIGN SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
The Non-Federal Sponsor is required to provide submittals of the Design Documentation Report,
plans, specifications, and all other supporting information for all utility relocations to the COE
for review. At a minimum, two submittals shall be provided to the COE for review. The first
review will be a draft submittal that includes at a minimum sketches or relocation plans and text
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defining the general proposed plan. The final submittal will include the fully developed design
and relocation plan, drawings, specifications, DDR, etc.
8.2. MAINTENANCE AND ABANDONMENT PLAN
The Non-Federal Sponsor and the utility owners shall prepare an operation and maintenance
agreement that at a minimum describes the roles and responsibility of each party. Responsible
utility owners shall also prepare a maintenance and abandonment plan for all utilities located
within the limits of the Southern Embankment project. The plan shall address applicable facility
maintenance, periodic valve testing, leakage, repair (if applicable), and abandonment.
8.3. POST CONSTRUCTION SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
If the Non-Federal Sponsor performs the construction of the utility relocations, the Non-Federal
Sponsor is required to provide to following to the COE:
a. Testing reports.
b. Product Data-Materials: Pipe, joints, valves, fittings & appurtenances.
c. As-Built Drawings: Submit As-Built drawings for the complete utility line relocation
showing complete detail, including trench dimensions, pipe profile, pipe alignment, valve
locations, connection box locations, manholes, etc.
d. As-Built Surveys (see requirements listed in AS-BUILT REQUIREMENTS paragraph)
e. Letter from utility relocation designer of record verifying that project design meets all
applicable governmental, COE and industry design standards.
8.4. AS BUILT REQUIREMENTS
As-Built plans and As-Built survey data is required all relocations within the limits of the
Southern Embankment project. As-Built drawings shall be submitted in electronic format
(drawing set in .PDF format and CAD files in a format compatible with Bentley MicroStation).
Survey point data (X,Y,Z, description) shall be submitted in ASCII text format. FGDCcompliant metadata files shall be submitted which describes, in general, when the as-built survey
was conducted, who conducted the survey, how it was conducted, and the accuracy of the survey
data. As-Built drawings and surveys should be done in the project spatial reference system:
NAD83 (NSRS2007), North Dakota State Plane Coordinate System, South Zone
NAVD 88 (GEOID12A)
US Survey Feet
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SIGNATURES:
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GM-001

4 September 2012

GUIDANCE MEMO
SUBJECT: Construction Heights of EMBs
1. References: References and supporting documentation are listed below.
1) ER-1105-2-100 Planning Guidance Notebook, Appendix C, Section C.5 Aesthetic Resources
2) Final Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement for the Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan
Area Flood Risk Management project, July 2011.
3) Viewshed Analysis of EMBs for Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project, August
2012.
2. Purpose: This Guidance Memo documents discussions and decisions related to the construction height
of Excavated Material Berms (EMBs) for the Fargo Moorhead Metropolitan Area Flood Risk
Management Project, taking into account social impacts of the EMBs and agreements with the North
Dakota State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).
3. Cultural Considerations: During development of the Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact
Statement for the Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan Area Flood Risk Management project, an agreement
was reached with the North Dakota State Historic Preservation Officer that 15 – 18 foot tall EMBs would
not have visual impacts until less than 1/8th mile away. The native grasses, forbs, and trees to be
planted would further help them to blend into the surrounding landscape. The recent expanded
viewshed analysis completed in August 2012 shows that a 20 foot tall EMB starts having visual impacts
at 1/8th mile, which is essentially the same as the earlier 15-18 foot tall EMB.
The recent expanded viewshed analysis shows that any EMB over 20 feet in maximum height will be
visually intrusive: 25 foot tall EMBs at 1/4 mile or less and 30 foot tall EMBs at 1/2 mile or less. If EMBs
are to be built to a height greater than 20 feet, the increase in height needs to be justified.
The Planning Guidance Notebook (ER 1105-2-100), Appendix C, Section C.5 Aesthetic Resources states
that it is National policy that aesthetic resources be protected along with other natural resources and
further directs that impacts to aesthetic resources be avoided or minimized.
4. Geotechnical Considerations: Ultimate settlement of the foundation under the EMBs is expected to be
on the order of 1.5 – 2 feet for a 20-22 foot high EMB. Since the maximum construction height of the
EMB includes a component for settlement, the computed ultimate settlement for each reach should be
documented in the DDR.
5. Guidance on Maxium Construction Heights of EMBs: Based on the above considerations, EMBs will be
constructed to a maximum height of 21 feet, with the expectation that they will ultimately settle to a
height of 20 feet or less. This height restriction applies to the high point or points of the EMB, including
allowances for slope and undulations. Before designing an EMB to a height greater than this, other
alternatives need to be fully explored. These alternatives include optimization of the EMB cross-section
using a lower top elevation, and placement of excess excavated material on adjacent parcels of land
which have become fragmented due to the FMM Metro project. If, after evaluating these alternatives,
there is a sound technical reason to construct an EMB to a height greater than 21 feet, the reasons need
to be documented and fully described so that the need can be evaluated.
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6. Document Author: For questions regarding this Guidance Memo, please contact Rick Femrite at
Richard.h.femrite@usace.army.mil or 651-290-5550.
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FARGO-MOORHEAD PROJECT
12/4/2014

CONTROL STRUCTURES ON THE SOUTHERN EMBANKMENT
There are three primary structures along the southern embankment, which includes: Diversion
Inlet, Wild Rice and Red River. All structures would be built in the dry and once structure
construction is completed the watercourse would be rerouted to the structures.

Diversion Inlet
A gated structure constructed at the inlet to the diversion inlet. It is estimated there would be
three gates and each gate would be 45 feet wide. This is a change since completion of the
Supplemental Feasibility EIS when the inlet was a fixed-crest weir.

Wild Rice
A gated structure constructed at the Wild Rice River. The width of the gates has increased since
the Supplemental Feasibility EIS, where the estimated size was 30 feet wide and 20 feet tall. It is
estimated there would be two 40-foot wide gates with the height to be determined. The gate
widths were increased to allow for passage of ice and debris. During feasibility USACE Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Lab (CRREL) engineers recommended a minimum gate
width of forty feet at both the Red and Wild Rice River gated structures to pass ice without
damaging the structures, but the feasibility-level Wild Rice structure was located in a narrow
channel section that couldn’t accommodate 40’ wide gates. The Wild Rice structure was
recently moved to avoid conflicts with the Interstate Highway 29 on/off ramps. The new
structure location has a wider existing channel that will be large enough to contain two 40’ wide
gates while also reducing velocities through the structure to better match existing conditions.
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The Wild Rice structure location was evaluated by the larger technical group led by HMG. The
location was selected to remove the impacts to the HWY 29 ramps and environmental impacts.
When detail design starts, minor adjustments to the location are possible.

Wild Rice Structure Location
Red River
A gated structure constructed at the Red River. The width of the gates has increased since the
Supplemental Feasibility EIS, where the estimated size was 40 feet wide and 30 feet tall. It is
estimated there would be three 50-foot wide gates with the height to be determined. The gate
widths were increased to reduce the velocities within the structure to better match existing
conditions. Also in the Supplemental Feasibility EIS (EIS), the concept was to have blocks
below the gates which would stop the gates from completely closing and continually allow flow
through the structure into the benefited area. The primary reason for this concept was to allow
for base sediments to pass through the structure. After the completion of the EIS document,
additional water column sediment samples were gathered and analyzed by the USGS. It was
determined that sediment movement within the system was not as high as previously thought.

Couple lower sediment volume than thought during the EIS with the desire to have a uniform sill
elevation for each gate for maintenance and ease of construction, and it was decided to remove
the blocks below each gate. The operation plan during an event is not to have the gates
completely close because the Red River is the major water supply for Fargo, and there is a need
to allow sediment and fish to pass through the gated structure. The concept is to have a check
system that would need to be overridden to allow the gates to be completely shut. The check
system should reduce the chances that the gates will “accidentally” be closed during an event.
The check system would be operated/started from above the gates or at the control house. The
gates would only be closed completely for maintenance activities.
The Red River structure location was evaluated by the larger technical group led by the Corps.
Once geotechnical soil borings are taken and evaluated, minor adjustments to the location are
possible.

Red River Structure Location
Access and Operability

3

Detailed development of the gated structures has not been performed since the Supplemental
Feasibility EIS. To avoid issues with instability of abutments, the concepts in the Supplemental
Feasibility EIS showed the structures installed in the excavated channel with approximately 7 on
1 side slopes with long tie-in walls connecting each side it to the south embankment. A bridge
would be required on top of the walls for access to the top of the gated structures. Conventional
gated structures usually have natural grade to the abutments of the gated structures with wing
walls to retain the soil and also to train flow into the structure. This allows access to the structure
abutments for maintenance and operation and would considerably reduce the length of service
bridge required. The Winnipeg diversion structure as well as almost all dam spillways in
USACE are constructed this way. Future development of the gated structures will investigate
this further. This will require a better understanding of the design methodology and
requirements needed for wing/retaining walls to withstand global instability forces.
Ice and Debris
Ice and debris must be considered in the design of these structures. In regards to the Red River
of the North and Wild Rice control structures, Appendix F of the Feasibility study states: “In
terms of passing ice or debris through the Control Structure, pending additional site specific
studies, a minimum width of 40 ft for each bay could ensure ice passage (note that the width of
each bay is 50 ft) when the gates are fully open. The determination of the operational measures
to handle river ice when the gates are partially or fully closed is strongly recommended to be
worked out during the design phase.” This may be adequate for ice passage but the piers that
are 75 feet on center for the pedestrian bridges in Grand Forks/East Grand Forks have blocked
debris and caused large log jams on several occasions
Additional work is needed to understand the ability and needs for these structures to pass ice and
debris. Debris barriers were briefly investigated as part of this study but a cursory review
indicated that costs and complexity would be high due to the large flows during flood stages and
very wide range of possible pool levels. Disposing of trapped debris is also concern and
therefore passing ice and debris through the structures is the desirable option. With radial gates
that control pools from above, some blockage may occur when the gates are down in the
operating position. An investigation of the ability to pass debris through the structure by opening
gates needs to be conducted.
The diversion inlet structure is several miles from the Wild Rice and Red River of the North
channels. Flow into the structure will be from the ponding area upstream of the embankments.
Since there will be low flow velocity in the ponded area, there will be no ready conveyance of
debis and ice to the structure and only occasional aberrant debris is expected. Passage of ice and
debris is not expected to be a concern at this structure.

Control Structure Gate Recommendations
Summary
Three gated control structures are required at the upstream end of the Fargo Moorhead Metro
Area Flood Risk Management project (FMM Project). These include the Red River Control
Structure, the Wild Rice River Control Structure and the Diversion Inlet Control Structure. The

Red River and Wild Rice River structures will limit the flow into the FMM area and divert any
extra flow to a staging area. The Diversion Inlet Structure will control the flow as it enters the
diversion channel from the staging area.

Southern Embankment and Staging Area
Recommendation
It is recommended that conventional tainter gates (as opposed to submergible tainter gates) be
used to control the flow at each of these structures. Details supporting this recommendation are
contained in this report.
Background
Preliminary planning and design efforts use tainter gates (conventional tainter gates, specifically)
for flow control, which is in line with USACE design guidance.
EM 1110-2-2702 states, “Tainter gates are considered to be the most economical, and usually the
most suitable, type of gate for controlled spillways due to simplicity, light weight, and low hoistcapacity requirements.”
Tainter gates are cylindrical segments, mounted to radial arms that rotate about fixed trunnions.
See Figure 1. A conventional tainter gate is lowered into the water to regulate flow under the
gate. Conventional tainter gates are raised out of the water to allow full flow (fully open) and
lowered to a bottom sill to stop flow (fully closed).
5

Figure 1. Typical Tainter Gate—Downstream Side of Gate Looking Upstream.

Figure 2. Conventional Tainter Gate.

A similar diversion project in Winnipeg uses submergible tainter gates. The submergible tainter
gates rise up from a recess at the channel bottom to regulate flow over the gate. Submergible
tainter gates are lowered into the recess to allow full flow (fully open) and raised out of the
recess to stop flow (fully closed).

Figure 3. Submergible Tainter Gate in Closed Position.
According to design documentation for the Winnipeg project, Evolution of the Design for the
Red River Floodway Gates, submergible gates were selected due to ice conditions. Design
criteria for the Winnipeg project states, if a conventional tainter gate were to be used, it must be
“designed to sustain, without damage, the local loads imposed by arresting or deflecting
downward in ice floe 100 x 100 x 2 feet thick travelling at a speed of about 5 feet per second.”
Additionally, the design criteria contained a requirement to pass ice through the structure. The
designers speculated, and later proved through physical modeling, that a submergible gate would
pass ice more efficiently than a conventional tainter gate.
Ice analysis done for the FMM project Feasibility Report (Attachment 1 of Appendix B,
Hydraulics) indicates that “residual ice covers can persist until the time of peak flow,” upstream
of the FMM project. Because these structures will be operated before, during and after peak
flow events, the Large Structure Team felt that submergible tainter gates, similar to those on the
Winnipeg project, should also be considered.
Design Issues
Several documents were referenced in order to compare and evaluate the two types of tainter
gates. A complete list of these resources is included in Paragraph 10. During the review of the
reference documents, it became apparent that there are several areas where the conventional
tainter gate was distinctly better than the other. These include corrosion, vibration, construction
cost, trunnion design, operation and maintenance. These issues are discussed below.
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a. Corrosion. The tainter gates on the FMM project will not be operated for floods smaller
than the 10% chance exceedance event and, therefore, will be left in the open position
most of the time. For the submergible type, this means that the gates will usually be
underwater. This will lead to an increased rate of corrosion of the skin plate and
structural members. The most severe corrosion would likely be on the hoisting
rope/chain in the area where it enters the water, which could lead to premature failure of
the hoisting system. Conventional tainter gates would usually be left out of the water.
While the conventional gates would experience corrosion from normal exposure to the
environment, it would be much less than that of submergible gates.
b. Vibration. In a 1985 survey conducted by the Louisville District, vibration was the most
widely reported problem for submergible tainter gates at USACE sites. This vibration
was listed as a contributor to the premature failure of submergible tainter gate operating
equipment. The vibration is apparently associated with flow between the concrete sill
and the bottom seal when the gates are partially submerged. In some cases the vibration
is so severe there is visible movement of the trunnions. At many of the sites where the
gates may be submerged or lifted, operation in the submerged mode has been completely
discontinued. While the potential for vibration is not eliminated, in general, vibration is
not as common of a problem with conventional tainter gates.
c. Construction Cost. A submergible tainter gate requires a recess at the channel bottom
deep enough to contain the entire gate. The recess would require a substantially deeper
excavation than would be needed for a conventional tainter gate and construction costs
would be significantly increased.
d. Trunnion Design. Submergible tainter gate trunnions are located underwater while
conventional tainter gate trunnions are generally located above the water surface. EM
1110-2-2702 states that it is “desirable to locate the trunnion above the maximum flood
water surface profile to avoid contact with floating ice and debris and to avoid
submergence of the operating parts.” The United States Society on Dams says that
tainter gates should be avoided if “the trunnions cannot be located above the upper nappe
of the design flood over the spillway.” Another concern is that traditional greased
bushings are much more likely to introduce contaminants into the river if the trunnion is
submerged. This could be avoided in either gate type by the use of self-lubricated
materials.
e. Operation. The biggest advantage of submergible tainter gates is that they are more
efficient at skimming loose ice with a minimum amount of flow. Also, the side seals on
submergible tainter gates are less likely to freeze-in. One disadvantage of submergible
tainter gates is that operators have stated that operation can be problematic due to ice and
debris getting lodged between the hoisting chain and the skin plate.
Conventional tainter gates may be difficult to close when large ice sheets spanning the
piers are present. According to the 1985 Louisville District survey, “Very large areas of
ice which tended to remain intact and not break apart would not pass through either type
of gate [submergible or conventional] very well, if at all.” In order for either of these

gate types to work effectively under all conditions, ice control equipment (electric
heaters, air bubblers, steamers, etc.) would need to be installed. This equipment could
also help to keep conventional tainter gate seals from freezing-in.
f. Maintenance. Because the gates will usually be kept in the open position, it will be much
more difficult to perform maintenance and inspection on the submergible tainter gates as
compared to the conventional tainter gates. Even in the fully closed position, only a
small amount of the submergible tainter gate would be accessible above the water
surface. Most maintenance and inspection on the submergible gates would require
dewatering or the use of divers. On the other hand, the conventional tainter gate can be
lifted completely out of the water. With proper safety measures, this would allow most
maintenance procedures to be completed without dewatering.

Summary
While submergible tainter gates offer some advantage in ice conditions, with the correct ice
control equipment, a conventional tainter gate can perform equally well. Ice control equipment
will be necessary no matter which type of gate is used. Conventional tainter gates are less
susceptible to corrosion, easier to maintain and cost less to construct than submergible gates.
The trunnions on conventional tainter gates can be located in the ideal, above water location.
Also, the vibration issues common in submergible gates are not likely with conventional gates.
For these reasons, it is recommended that conventional tainter gates be used on the Red River
Control Structure, the Wild Rice River Control Structure and the Diversion Inlet Control
Structure.
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OPERATIONAL AND MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction
Some operation and maintenance considerations for the three tainter gate control structures on
Fargo Diversion channel. Tainter gates are probably the most cost effective gate type for
structures in the 30 to 50 foot wide range required for the Fargo Diversion. They are simple to
operate and maintain and have been in service at a multitude of USACE facilities for close to
100 years. In the Saint Paul District, tainter gates have been in use on Locks and Dams 2
through 10 since the 1930’s.
Considerations
a. The new engineering manual EM 2610 Mechanical and Electrical Design for Lock
and Dam Operating Equipment, chapter 9, discusses design considerations for tainter gate
structures.ETL 1110-2-584, Design of Hydraulic Steel Structures, provides guidance on
structural design of tainter gates.

Typical Tainter Gate

b. The tainter gates can be designed to be operated remotely. For USACE projects
using electronic and remote controls, the report ERDC/CERL TR-00-29, Critical Evaluation of
Lock Automation and Control Equipment at Corps-Operated Navigations Locks can be
referenced. This July 2001 report presents information, including some cost considerations, on
PLC-run locks that were in operation at the time.
c. An Engineer Circular was developed by the Tulsa District for the remote operation of
spillways. The publication EC 1110-2-6071 titled “Engineering and Design: Remote Control and
Operation of Water Control Systems” expired 31 July 2012, but contains very pertinent design
and operational information on remote operation. USACE has specific approval requirements for
remote operation. Pittsburgh District is remotely operating several spillways on the Monongahela
River.
d. Type of Control System. There are two basic types of control systems in use at
USACE navigation locks and dams: relay-based and programmable logic controller-based (PLCbased). Both have advantages and disadvantages. The design project development team (PDT)
must evaluate the needs of the facility and personnel and the complexity of the control system
requirements in order to determine which type will work best. For example, a PLC system can
reduce the amount of control wiring for a large project, but appropriately trained personnel might
not be available to maintain and troubleshoot the PLC system. Relay-based controls might be
less sophisticated, but are not as flexible as PLC-based systems. PLC based systems are probably
a better choice if the project will be remotely operated. PLC-based systems can easily monitor
analog signals such as water levels, gate position, and hydraulic pressure.
e. Gate Speed. A gate speed of 1 foot per minute should be utilized per EM 2610.
f. Limits on Gate Operation. The tainter gates can be operated 2 to 3 times per hour
with no detrimental affects to the machinery or electric motor.
g. Tolerances. For the gate position indication, tainter gates are not the most precise.
Anything under 1 inch of tolerance for position may be difficult to achieve. However, gate
position over 1 inch should be achievable.
h. Bulkhead Capability. The need for bulkheads should be evaluated during the design.
If the structures are normally dry, any maintenance could be deferred until after a flood event.
Providing bulkheads would allow repair of a tainter gate during a flood event. However, a crane
would need to be included to set these.
i. Emergency Generators. Emergency generators should be provided for all three
control structures. This will provide redundant power. These can be designed to automatically
start upon loss of utility power. The generators will need to be tested and exercised monthly.
This can be done automatically. A fuel supply will need to be included. The generators will
require a building.
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Typical Generator
j. Water Level Sensing Equipment. Water level sensors could be used in both
hardwired relay control and the PLC system. In the hardwired relay system, pool levels would be
displayed on LED panel meters or similar. The system should have redundant sensors for
malfunction identification (i.e., at least two sensors in each measuring location). Under these
conditions, the operator would verify visually that the water has reached the proper level for
moving gates.
k. Cameras. An extensive series of cameras will be required to utilize remote operation.
Cameras will be used to verify proper gate movement.
l. Data Transmission. A formal decision on whether to include remote operation has
not been reached. Remote operation will require telemetry to function properly. PLCs use
routable protocols, such as Ethernet, to transmit data. Because of this, information assurance
activities are necessary to evaluate risk and ensure the system is secure. This includes isolated
facilities that do not have outside network connectivity.
For USACE operated projects, the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002
(FISMA) applies. Detailed in Operation Order 2012-14, FISMA (44 U.S.C. Section 3541 et seq.
2011) requires formal certification and accreditation (C&A) for all computer systems and data
networks, including electronic control systems and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems. The C&A process used by the Army is the DoD Information Assurance
Certification and Accreditation Process (DIACAP). The end result of DIACAP is an Authority
To Operate (ATO). The ATO is only good for three years, meaning DIACAP is a continuous
process. Control systems requiring outside connectivity (remote operation or monitoring) will

require a firewall to meet the requirements of DIACAP. Remote operation of any facility will
require outside network connectivity.
While not subject to FISMA, the FMM Large Structures will require a similar degree of
certification and accreditation if remote operation via SCADA is included. The control system
will require a firewall and periodic software security updates will be necessary. This must be
included as part of the system O&M.
Gate MachineryApplications
a. Spillway Gates. The hoist machinery for spillway gates may feature hoist systems
driven by electric motors or direct-acting hydraulic cylinders. For this application, electric
motors are probably more feasible and less maintenance. Motors will require 480 volt, 3-phase
power. The hoist system using electric motors and gearing may use cable or chain at the hoist
drum, but the gate control is independent of the material used. Wire rope is recommended for
this application. Hoist drums are located on the dam pier at each of the gates. The drums are
connected by gears and a horizontal shaft. The drive side includes an electrical motor, holding
brake, gear reducers, and starter. The motor usually is controlled by a reversing, across-the-line
starter but can be controlled by an AC drive. A rotary limit switch should provide end-of-travel
and over-travel limits. The limit switch is driven by the gate hoist machinery.

Typical Gate Hoist Machinery
b. Gate Position. Gate position can be provided by a rotary encoder on the hoist drum or
hoist machinery gearing or a cam limit switch. The relationship between the hoist machinery
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rotations and the vertical opening of the gate will not be linear due to the cable wraps on the
drum. Gate position can be sensed by an inclinometer mounted on the upper strut of the spillway
gate. Using trigonometry, the size of the opening in feet can be calculated. These forms of
position indication will require a programmable logic controller to implement, but manual
indication can be accomplished with a staff gage and a pointer installed on the gate or a rotary
pointer and dial connected to the hoist machinery.
c. Operator Controls. Regardless of remote control, local operation should be provided.
Operator controls should include gate open, close, and stop. A push button station can also be
included. The controls system should indicate to the operator when the gate is closing and
opening. Spillway gates should be designed to operate at approximately 1 ft/min. The designer
should consider a control system that provides a periodic reminder, such as an audible alarm, to
the operator while a spillway gate is operating.

Local Control Panel

d. Trunnion Bearing. Trunnion bearings have traditionally been grease lubricated. A self
lubricated bearing should be evaluated during design. A decision will also need to be made on
whether a spherical bearing or plain bearing will be utilized.
e. Pressure Transducers. Pressure transducers are used to measure the level of water. A
pressure transducer produces an analog signal directly proportional to the amount of water in
which it is submerged. Typically, a designer should put at least two transducers in the upstream

pool and two in the downstream tailwater. The installation should provide protection from ice,
debris, should facilitate easy maintenance and replacement; and should provide unobstructed
atmospheric reference pressure to the breather tube.
f. Rotating Encoders. Angular position of rotating machinery, such as cable spools,
gears, chain sprockets, and gate machinery, is accomplished through the use of rotating angle
encoders. Rotating encoders could include absolute encoders or single and/or multi-turn
resolvers. It is strongly recommended that absolute position encoders be furnished for control
systems instead of the incremental, if at all possible and practical. This will ensure that, after loss
of power to the position sensor, the position of the machinery being measured will be known.
Typically, these are mounted adjacent to the machinery and attached via shaft couplings. Shaft
couplings should be one-piece, flexible stainless steel and sized to match exactly the encoder
shaft and adapt to the machinery shaft. Installation details should include provisions for making
the machinery shaft extension absolutely true and for aligning the shafts as true as possible
through the use of properly installed stainless steel shims.
g. Inclinometers. Inclinometers are used to track angular tilt of the machinery or
structural member on which they are mounted. A good application for such a device is the
position of the tainter gates. Angular rotating encoders do not work as well in this application
because the rotation of the cable drum or chain sprocket is not linear with the change in opening
between the gate and the sill. Also, because a tainter gate can become frozen during times of
heavy ice and because drift can be lodged under the gate, the rotation of the machinery is not
necessarily indicative of gate movement. A submersible inclinometer mounted on the tainter gate
strut will give an accurate indication of gate movement. By programming simple interlocks in
the PLC software, slacking of the hoist cables or chains can be avoided in the event the gate does
hang up. Cameras would be used to also verify proper gate movement.
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1 Executive Summary
1.1

Project Description

1.2

Value Engineering Study Results

The Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan Flood Risk Management project consists of an
approximately 30 mile-long diversion channel, a 6 mile-long connecting channel that diverts
water from the Red and Wild Rice Rivers to the diversion channel, an upstream staging area,
three control structures on the Wild Rice River, the Red River, and at the diversion channel
inlet, an embankment connecting the three structures, and a limited service spillway. The main
function of the Wild Rice Control Structure is to control the amount of flow into the benefitted
area where the Wild Rice River passes through the dam. This control is necessary to limit the
amount of flow in the Wild Rice River within the benefitted area and in turn keep water levels
within a range that can be accommodated by flood risk management features in the benefitted
area. The Wild Rice Control Structure is a gated control structure that will regulate the amount
of water entering the benefitted area from the staging area at the Wild Rice River. The
structure includes two 40-foot wide tainter gates with a 10-foot wide concrete pier between
them. The basic features of the structure are shown in Figure 1-1.
The St. Paul District conducted a Value Engineering (VE) Study following the six-phase VE
methodology on 5 Oct 16 for the Fargo Moorhead Wild Rice Structure. The VE study was
conducted as a Value Based Design Charrette (VBDC). The VE team was comprised of the
Project Delivery Team (PDT), including staff of A/E firms working on the project design or
project management in coordination with the local sponsor. At the time of the VE study, the
feature was at about 10% design. Because the project was in such an early stage of design, the
team did not use the traditional method of brainstorming proposals for design changes.
Instead, the team brainstormed components or functions of the project that needed to be
developed and then brainstormed design features that would address those functions. The
team also developed design narratives and a schedule for answering the most pressing
questions. During the brainstorming phase of the study, the team discussed a wide variety of
topics that were developed into design descriptions.
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Figure 1-1: Structure Features
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2 Value Engineering Study
2.1

Study Objectives

Value Engineering (VE) is a process used to study the functions of a project. VE takes a critical
look at how the project proposes to meet the desired functions and identifies alternative ways
to achieve the equivalent functions while increasing the value and the benefit-cost ratio of the
project. The value of a project is defined as function divided by resources. While cost reduction
is an important consideration, the main goal is to increase the value of the project. This can be
achieved by decreasing cost, by increasing function, or a combination of both.
The goals of this design charrette were to: (1) help the designers and local sponsor
representatives gain a better understanding of the project features and design considerations;
(2) review a function analysis system technique (FAST) diagram to help the study team define
what was required to make the project successful; (3) identify potential modifications to the
project that would add value and incorporate these changes into the project; and (4) identify
tasks that needed to be accomplished, and any assumptions, risks, or constraints associated
with the design.

2.2

Value Engineering Methodology

The VBDC studied the Fargo Moorhead Wild Rice Structure using the Corps of Engineering
standard VE methodology, consisting of six phases:
Information Phase: During the information phase, the team reviewed the documents
and current conditions of the project. During this Phase, the team identified the goals
of the study and answered the following questions: what is the project, what does the
project currently do, what must the project do, and what does the project cost.
Function Analysis Phase: During the function analysis phase, the team defined the
project functions using a two-word active verb/measurable noun context to develop a
Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) Diagram. The team took a critical look at
how these functions are achieved, and the team identified alternative ways to achieve
the equivalent functions while increasing the value of the project.
Creativity Phase: During the creative phase, the team conducted a brainstorming
session to generate ideas for alternative designs. All team members contributed ideas.
Critical analysis of the ideas was discouraged. The brainstorming phases were more
integrated into the evaluation phase than during a typical VE study.
Evaluation Phase: During the evaluation phases, the team critically analyzed all of the
ideas generated during the creative phase to determine potential for savings and risk.
The team determined how to address the design topics into design proposals.
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Development Phase: The team members developed the selected ideas from the
evaluation phase into design proposals and topic summaries during the development
phase.
Presentation Phase: A formal presentation was conducted with district staff at the
conclusion of the study. A VBDC Study Report was distributed for review and
coordination by the Project Delivery Team.
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Value Engineering Team

The Value Engineering Team is listed in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Value Engineering Study Team Members

Name

Agency Discipline/
Role
Kurt Heckendorf USACE Geotech
Bonnie
USACE PM
Greenleaf
Jason Benson
Cass
DA Rep
Co.
John Glatzmaier CH2M PM
Mark Bittner
City of
Fargo
Jeremy
HMG
McLaughlin
Gregg Thielman HMG
PM
Lyndon Pease
HMG
PM
Nathan
City of DA Rep
Buerboom
Fargo
Eric Hanson
USACE Environmental
Nate McKinney HMG
Geotech
Renee
USACE Co-tech lead
McGarney
Susan MalinUSACE Cultural
Boyce
Resources
Edith Pang
USACE Civil/Layout
Aaron Buesing
USACE H&H
Tim
USACE Structural
Grundhoffer
James Schneider USACE Geotech
Luke Schmidt
USACE Geotech
Darold
USACE Electrical Eng
Sanderson
Tom Lytle
USACE Mech. Eng
Erin Krug
USACE Structural
Caroline
USACE Structural
Weston
Duane Perkins
USACE Structural
Johnny Walker
USACE
Chris Abela
USACE

Email

Phone

Kurt.A.Heckendorf@usace.army.mil
Bonnie.K.Greenleaf@usace.army.mil

651-290-5411
651-290-5476

Bensionj@casscounty.nd.gov

701-298-2372

John.Glatzmaier@ch2m.com
MBittner@cityoffargo.com

651-253-5910

jmclaughlin@houstoneng.com
cgthielman@houstoneng.com
Lpease@mooreengineeringinc.com
nboerboom@cityoffargo.com

701-499-2080
701-499-5853
701-476-6743

Eric.R.Hanson@usace.army.mil
nmckinney@braunintertec.com
Renee.C.Mcgarvey@usace.army.mil

651-290-5386
612-369-5731
651-290-5640

Susan.B.Malin-boyce@usace.army.mil

651-290-5677

Edith.P.Pang@usace.army.mil
651-290-5552
Aaron.W.Buesing@usace.army.mil
651-290-5627
Timothy.M.Grundhoffer@usace.army.mil 651-491-4300
James.A.Schneider@usace.army.mil
Luke.L.Schmidt@usace.army.mil
Darold.B.Sanderson@usace.army.mil

651-290-5411
651-290-5670
651-290-5624

Thoma.R.Lytle@usace.army.mil
Erin.E.Krug@usace.army.mil
Caroline.R.Weston@usace.army.mil

651-290-5027
651-290-5576
651-290-5710

Duane.Perkins@usace.army.mil
Chong.J.Walker@usace.army.mil
Christopher.M.Abela@usace.army.mil

651-290-5531
816-389-3047
916-557-7048
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3 Phase 1 – Information Phase
3.1

Information Phase

3.2

Project Location

During the information phase, the team reviewed the documents and current conditions of the
project. The team identified the goals of the study and examined the project’s functions and
costs. The project is summarized in Section 1.1.
The Fargo-Moorhead Metro Project is located near the cities of Fargo, ND and Moorhead, MN.
The Wild Rice feature would be located to the southwest of the city of Fargo (see Figure 3-1).
Figure 3-1: Project Location
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The information that was presented to the Value Engineering team is in NAVD1988. All
resulting proposals that use elevations are given in the same.
The feature is in the early stages of development, so a cost breakdown was not available for the
feature.

4 Phase 2 – Function Analysis Phase
4.1

FAST Diagram Development

During the function analysis phase, the team reviewed a Function Analysis System Technique
(FAST) Diagram that had been developed for the VE study for the Fargo-Moorhead Metro Inlet
Structure, shown in Figure 4-1. The team carefully reviewed the previous diagram, and
determined that they would not make any changes. The FAST Diagram was referenced during
the evaluation of creative ideas to help the PDT members determine if ideas added value to the
project by focusing on the function of the project.
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Figure 4-1: Inlet FAST Diagram
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5 Phase 3 – Creative Phase/Phase 4 – Evaluation Phase
5.1

Creative Phase

5.2

Evaluation Phase

During the creative phase, the team conducted a brainstorming session to generate ideas for
alternative designs. All team members contributed ideas. Critical analysis of the ideas was
discouraged.
Evaluation, testing, and critical analysis of all ideas generated during the creative phase, was
performed during the evaluation phase to determine potential for savings and possibilities for
risk. The team generated many ideas and a list of questions and due-outs. Many topics were
not developed fully into design concepts because further information is required.

6 Phase 5 - Development Phase (Design Proposals and Considerations)

The team brainstormed elements of the design that needed to be further refined. The team
then took each design element and brainstormed the best way to accomplish that function in
the project at the best value. Some design elements require further research, while other
decisions were made during the charrette. The team captured the current state of the design in
the following design considerations.

6.1

Abutments

The abutments adjacent to the Wild Rice structure were a major focus of discussion during the
charrette. Three potential alternatives were discussed:
1. T-walls similar to the gated structures in the Feasibility Study
2. Conventional Structure with dam embankment all the way up to the structure.
3. Hybrid T-walls and wing walls. Natural ground would tie into the structure and Twalls would be used to transition from the structure to the dam embankments
above natural ground.
While it was initially thought that the embankment alternative may cost less from both an
initial cost and a life cycle cost standpoint, after some investigation, it was determined that the
retaining walls associated with the embankment alternative would be quite extensive. The
embankment alternative would result in twin retaining walls that are approximately 40 feet tall
and approximately 550 feet long. In addition, the wall and structure foundation requirements
(piles and footings) for the embankment alternative would be much more substantial than the
foundation requirements for the dam wall alternative. There are also the preliminary unknowns
of the retaining wall global stability forces creating uplift on the control structure foundation.
The two alternatives (embankment or T-wall) end up being similar with respect to the square
footage of walls for each option; however the additional foundation requirements together
with the additional wall thickness for the retaining walls for the embankment alternative would
be substantial, offsetting the cost of the bridge for the hybrid T-walls and wing walls
alternative.
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The team used the information in Table 6-1 to discuss the alternatives. The cost of deep soil
mixing was very uncertain, and was a major component of the cost, so it the cost estimates
were very uncertain. The team compared the alternative costs with the cost of deep soil mixing
removed. Alternative 1 was approximately $23.3M, Alternative 2 was approximately $20.8M,
and Alternative 3 was approximately $19M. Alternative 3 was the least cost alternative both
before and after deep soil mixing costs were removed.
The result of the investigations and cost comparison was to pursue Alternative 3: Hybrid T-walls
and wing walls alternative with the footing for the T-walls at approximately the existing ground
elevation. This results in the structure abutments retaining the existing ground to a depth of
approximately 12 feet in the area of the stilling basin. Some of the factors leading to the
decision to move forward with the Hybrid T-wall Alternative were: 1) The performance of a pile
founded structure is better known than deep soil mixing, 2) This alternative provides flexibility
to address rebound and differential settling, 3) Excess soil can be used, 4) The local sponsors
were in favor, 5) The cost is least. Some of the remaining issues to be researched include: 1)
Lifecycle costs of the three alternatives, 2) Refined deep soil mixing costs, 3) Detailing how the
complexity of the design, especially the FLAC analysis, will add to the design time, and 4)
Consider casons (may be after the PER is complete).
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Table 6-1: Abutment Alternatives
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6.2

Control Building

The control building will be a single room structure located on the downstream side of the
control structure center pier. The control building will be accessed from the vehicle service
bridge, through the raised portion of the pier, to the downstream side where the building will
be constructed. It is expected that the control building will be the full width of the pier
(currently assumed to be 10 feet) and at least 15 feet in length. Doors will be located on the
short walls (north and south sides) to provide access to the entire pier, including the area of the
trunnion girder.
Architecturally, the control building will have an exterior aesthetic similar to the Diversion Inlet
control building, though the building construction may be different (precast concrete as
opposed to CMU construction). Ideally, the control building would be equipped with windows
on the east and west sides. This would make it possible to view movements of both gates from
within the building.
The control building will house a small desk and a workstation to be used for gate operation. A
reasonable amount of room will be reserved for shelves for the O&M manuals but much of the
interior wall space will be occupied by electrical panels for the gate operating equipment.
The control building will be equipped with minimal HVAC, which will include heating and
ventilation. A thermostat controlled exhaust fan and motorized damper will be provided to
remove excess heat in the summer and an electric unit heater will be provided to keep the
building and equipment at a minimum acceptable temperature (~45°) during the winter. The
electric unit heater(s) will also be sized to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature during
times that the system is in operation.
No plumbing will be provided at the control building because it is anticipated that the site will
only be manned for short periods when the gates need to be moved. The Wild Rice Structure
operators will spend their time between gate movements at the Diversion Inlet control building
which is equipped with a break area and restroom facilities.
An electrical connection point for an emergency mobile generator will also be installed at or
near the control building. This connection may be located on the vehicle service bridge.

6.3

Low Flow Conditions and Fish Passage

During the Value-Based Design Charrette on October 5th, 2016, a question arose regarding how
the proposed design of the Wild Rice Diversion Structure would impact fish passage during low
flow conditions. Environmental Section and H&H met the following week to discuss how this
feature would be incorporated into the design of the structure.
The current control structure geometry contains two, 40 ft bays separated by one 10-ft pier. A
flat concrete slab, with a slope of 0.02%, starts approximately 100 ft upstream of the structure
inlet and transitions to a 0% slope through the structure itself. A flat concrete stilling basin then
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departs the structure at a 0.02% slope for approximately 125 feet as the channel eventually ties
into the existing channel ~1000 feet downstream of the structure. The slab slope of 0.02% was
used for the approach slab and stilling basin because it represents the natural channel slope in
this portion of the Wild Rice River.
A one-dimensional, steady flow hydraulics model was run using HEC-RAS 5.0.1 to help illustrate
how fish passage would be impacted during low flow conditions. The nearest gaging location to
the structure is USGS Gage 464243096495100 (Wild Rice River at I-29), which is located
approximately 0.5 miles downstream of the structure. Although this gage has a relatively short
period of record (2009-present), observed stages and flows from the gage were used as
boundary conditions to perform steady flow modeling runs through the Wild Rice Control
Structure.
The operation of the structure is such that the structure’s gates will remain completely open
and out of the water until a 0.1 annual chance exceedance event (ACE) occurs, when the gates
begin to lower into the water. Since this effort targeted water surface depths during low flow
conditions, both gates remained completed open and out of the water.
Eight observed flows were run through the model, each of which represents different flow
conditions that have been recorded on the river: 0.11 cfs, 11 cfs, 18.3 cfs, 38.3 cfs, 134 cfs, 307
cfs, 366 cfs, and 799 cfs. Results from this analysis show that the proposed geometric design of
the structure produced water depths of at least 2 ft throughout the entire reach length for all
eight runs. Additionally, very mild water surface elevation slopes were observed for all model
runs (less than 0.1 ft change in water surface elevation over a reach length of 3000 ft). Even
though the natural channel width of the river in this area is approximately 40 ft, while the total
width upstream and downstream of the structure is 90 ft, modeled water surface elevations
seem to be consistent with the adjacent arm of the Wild Rice River during similar flow
conditions.
This intuitively makes sense since the slope in this area is so mild, there is very little driving
force (gravity) to cause water to move quicker through this portion of the channel during low
flow conditions. As a result, there is not a major concern that the Wild Rice Control Structure
will prevent fish passage during low flow conditions.

6.4

Transportation Plan

The team waiting for a preliminary by pass plan for I-29 from the sponsors. If the Wild Rice
channel is constructed prior to the I-29 construction, the excavated material would be available
for use in the by-pass of I-29. This material would be stock piled northwest of the Wild Rice
structure.
Site access: 173rd Ave SE/ Township Rd 21 (township road) Township Road:
• Turn-around for snow plows will be located where 173rd Ave SE dead-ends.
• Access roads to west and east side of structure with cul-de-sac at end for semi-trucks to
turn around for bulk head placement.
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Permanent Easement

50’ from toe of dam and toe of connecting channel, and Wild Rice channel.

Temporary Easement

Necessary for construction of drainage ditches and stockpile locations.
Limits of this area will vary; south of the dam this could be as much as 200’ from the
permanent easement.

Work Limits

North of the dam work limits follow the permanent easement (except where there are
spoil piles).
South of dam the work limits follow the temporary easement.

Cut and Fill Balancing

Will not be an issue if the excavated material is used for the I-29 by pass or road raise.

7 Discipline Narratives

The team developed narratives for each discipline to document constraints, information needs,
and upcoming tasks. These narratives will help the team schedule the remainder of the design.

7.1

Structural Design (Hybrid Wall Option)

7.1.1 Detailed Design Description
To complete the design of the Hybrid Option using the dam walls, upstream training walls and
control structure abutments the Structures team will need to work closely with Geotechnical,
Civil, and Hydraulics. Structures will need soil properties and deep soil mixing layout from
Geotechnical, soil contours from Civil, and final geometric layout of the upstream training
walls and water profiles from Hydraulics.
7.1.2 Assumptions
• Deep soil mixing under the upstream training walls will remedy any global stability
failure issues.
7.1.3 Risks to Complete Design
• If we do not receive the information required from Hydraulics, Civil, and Geotechnical,
that will impact our ability to deliver a quality product for the current schedule.
• If the soil on the landside of the control structure causes global stability failure into the
control structure and the amount of deep soil mixing required to mitigate the rebound is
not adequate this could impact the pile layout of the control structure.
7.1.4 Information Required From Others
• Soil properties from Geotechnical.
• Is FLAC analysis required for dam walls, upstream training walls or control structure?
• Soil contours around structure from Civil.
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Upstream training walls orientation from Hydraulics.
Water profiles from hydraulics.

7.1.5 Next Steps
• Work with Civil, Geotechnical and Hydraulics to determine the soil bench width under the
dam walls, soil contours, deep soil mixing design, soil properties and plan around the
control structure and the geometric layout of the upstream training walls.

7.2

Cultural Resources

7.2.1 Detailed Design Description
• Review built environment to determine if any properties require additional Phase I
cultural resources assessment/survey.
• Finalize list of eligible historic properties.
• Consult with SHPO(s) regarding mitigation of any eligible historic properties.
• Carry out mitigation as needed.
• Coordinate additional Phase I survey necessitated by road work.
7.2.2 Assumptions
• Completion of survey of the built environment will not impede the project schedule.
7.2.3 Risks to Complete Design
• Schedule will be maintained unless cultural resources survey areas cannot be accessed.
7.2.4 Information Required From Others
• Final configuration of dam and excess materials storage areas for use in determining what
additional cultural resources surveys may be needed.
• Alternate roadway data for use in determining what additional cultural resources surveys
may be needed.
7.2.5 Next Steps
• Develop and finalize comprehensive properties listing of both eligible and not eligible
properties to maintain span of control of cultural resources data.
• Continue to coordinate with AECOM until surveys are complete.
• Continue consultation with SHPOs.

7.3

Geotechnical Design

7.3.1 Detailed Design Description
Use FLAC software to analyze the soil structure interaction between the foundation, floodwall,
and control structure. Complete slope stability, seepage, and settlement analysis of all
pertinent structures. Define filter requirements for riprap and any other materials. Determine
site stratigraphy and soil strength parameters.
7.3.2 Assumptions
• Deep soil mixing underneath the control structure.
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Overbuild for settlement of the embankment will be 1.5ft.
The control structure will contain a hybrid of embankment and floodwall.
Control structure will not contain a drop structure.
The existing borings contain all required data for design and analysis.
The structure will remain in its current location.
The existing channel will be closed in this contract.
Risks of Design
Change in location or structure.
Change in scope.
Hydraulic loading not complete on time.
Analysis indicates issues/concerns with the proposed layout requiring additional features
that were not anticipated.

7.3.4 Risks to Complete Design
• Modeling the structure becomes difficult.
• Additional exploration and testing is required to analyze the design.
7.3.5 Information Required From Others
• Hydraulic loading conditions.
• Flood wall footings.
• Required bench for downstream crane.
7.3.6
•
•
•
•

7.4

Next Steps
Continue to develop a FLAC model for analyzing the control structure.
Complete slope stability, seepage and settlement analysis.
Develop the PER
Review plans and specification for all required information.

Civil Design

7.4.1 Detailed Design Description
• Finalize horizontal and vertical alignments of dam, connecting channel and Wild Rice
channel.
• Horizontal and vertical alignment of access road.
• Location of turnarounds for trucks on downstream side (2).
• Existing utility locations.
• Location of relocated utilities.
7.4.2 Assumptions
• Assume side slope 1v:4h and top of dam elevation.
• Will not base the configuration of connecting channel and ditches on cut and fill
quantities. The excess excavation can be stock piled for use in the construction of I-29
Bypass or road raise. Most of the excess excavation will come from the excavation of the
Wild Rice channel.
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7.4.3 Risks to Complete Design
• Schedule will be maintained unless information necessary to layout design elements is
delayed.
7.4.4 Information Required From Others
• Final configuration of dam from Geotech based on analysis: Dam height and side slopes.
• Utility crossing and relocations.
7.4.5
•
•
•
•

7.5

Next Steps
Site layout: Hybrid Dam option, connecting channel and Wild Rice channel.
Access road locations, turn arounds, etc.
Preliminary typical sections and details.
Develop Real Estate line work: Stock pile areas will be included In temporary easement.

Mechanical/Electrical Design

7.5.1 Detailed Design Description
Design the tainter gate operating equipment for hoisting the tainter gates. This will include
calculating the required gear reductions and the sizing and specification of electric motors and
motor control centers, limit switches, brakes, drive couplings, line shafts, hoist drums and wire
rope. Coordinate the design of the trunnion pin/bearing, wire rope connection bracket, and
dogging devices with Structural. Specify heating equipment to prevent tainter gates from
freezing-in. Design and specify lighting and security cameras for the gate bays, bridge and
control building based on operational requirements. Coordinate incoming power with the
local electric utility and size the service transformer. Design the site electrical layout.
Determine functional requirements and specify PLC and SCADA equipment. Limited HVAC
design for the control building.
7.5.2 Assumptions
• Tainter gates loads will be similar to those from the Diversion Inlet and, therefore, gate
operating equipment will be similar.
• Each gate will be operated by dual wire rope hoists driven by an electric motor,
enclosed reducing gearboxes, and open gearing.
• Gate operating equipment will be located at the center of each tainter gate.
• Gates will be operated from local pushbutton stations or from the PLC interface in the
control building.
• One foot per minute gate travel speed.
• Gates are stored in the open position (dogging device needed).
• Gates will operate in below-freezing conditions.
• Voice communication is done using cell phones and/or radios (no design requirement
for this project).
• Design will allow for the future addition of a SCADA by sponsor.
• 480V, 3-phase power.
• Backup power will be provided by a temporary generator (acquired by sponsor, when
needed). Provisions to connect the generator will be provided with the project.
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7.5.3 Constraints
• Location for mounting the gate operating equipment must be coordinated with
Structural so that the wire rope is pulled vertically and is tangent to the arc of the
tainter gate skin plate.
• Size of operating equipment may be constrained by the bridge design.
• Coordination with other disciplines is required to ensure that PLC accepts signals from
multiple pieces of instrumentation (water level indicator, flow meter, inclinometers,
security, etc).
• Any gate heater installed must be robust and easily replaceable.
7.5.4 Risks of Design
• Potential for and amount of ice formation on the tainter gate skin plates is unknown.
7.5.5
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information Required From Others
Tainter gate loads.
Finalized Tainter gate size (width, range of travel).
Trunnion pin dimensions and locations.
Finalized pier dimensions.
Operating temperature range for electrical equipment in the Control Building.
Control building insulation values.
Any other Mechanical/Electrical requirements that may result from the Local Sponsor’s
requests for the control building.

7.5.6 Next Steps
• Calculate required gear reduction. Determine size of gearbox and any requirements for
open gearing.
• Size electric motors and motor control centers, limit switches, brakes, drive couplings,
torque tubes, hoist drums and wire rope.
• Determine material for trunnion bearing (greased or self-lubricating).
• Determine the most appropriate method to prevent the gates from freezing-in.
• Design and specify lighting and security cameras for the gate bays, bridge and control
building based on operational requirements.
• Develop a site electrical plan. Size conductors and breakers based on required
equipment.
• Size heaters and ventilation system for the control building.
• Develop plans.
• Develop specifications.

7.6

Environmental Design Considerations

7.6.1 Detailed Design Description
Three options for the tie-in features to the Wild Rice River Diversion Control Structure were
considered during the Value-based Engineering Design Charrette – 1) full soil embankment; 2)
full dam wall; and, 3) hybrid soil embankment/dam wall. Currently, the hybrid option is the
front-runner due to cost efficiency, constructability, longevity, and overall footprint size. The
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information detailed below assumes that this option will be the preferred option moving
forward through the planning, design and execution of the Wild Rice Diversion Structure.
The location and design of the Wild Rice Diversion Structure was not previously evaluated
during the original environmental impact statement (EIS) because a recent change in location
was made to accommodate a larger structure and address proximity issues with an interstate
highway interchange. As a result, a supplemental environmental assessment (EA) will be
required for the construction of the Wild Rice River Diversion Structure to ensure compliance
with the National Environmental Procedures Act (NEPA) and other applicable environmental
laws and regulations such as the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA), Clean Water Act
(CWA), National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), Endangered Species Act (ESA), Bald and
Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA).
7.6.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
7.6.3
•
•

Assumptions that Affect Environmental Considerations for the Proposed
Project
The overall project footprint remains similar
The proposed structure location, inlet and outlet channel alignments and channel
profile will not substantially change
The work required in the Wild Rice River to connect the diversion channel inlet and
outlet will remain close to that planned
Hydraulic conditions in the diversion channel and through the diversion structure will
remain favorable for fish passage during normal seasonal water level fluctuations
(assumption based on hydraulic modeling performed by H & H)
Proposed fill in Waters of the US will remain the same or decrease
Mitigation for the proposal will be sufficient to off-set unavoidable impacts to Waters of
the US and be secured prior to or concurrently with construction of the proposal
No new species or critical habitat are added the federal list of threatened or endangered
species that occur within the Action Area of the proposed project
No significant cultural resources concerns are identified within the unsurveyed areas of
the structure footprint
The Contractor abides by the Environmental Protection Plan as prescribed in the Plans
and Specifications (i.e. use of BMPs, establishment and implementation of an approved
spill response plan, etc.)
The project sponsor will operate the structure in accordance with the approved O&C
Manual to accomplish project objectives
Risks of Design
Ice/debris may obstruct structure inlet either physically blocking fish passage or
artificially increasing flows to velocities that may inhibit normal fish passage (Low)
The project Sponsor may operate the structure outside specifications listed in the O&C
Manual which may result in additional environmental impacts not previously considered
in the original EIS or supplemental EA (Low-Moderate: Depends upon final structure
design – gate blocks/teeth/interlocks)
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•
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•
•
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Risk to Complete Design
Substantially changes in the nature, scope or footprint of the project may require
additional permits, cultural and/or biological surveys, fish passage analyses, and/or
coordination with resource agencies to ensure conformity with existing environmental
laws and regulations, which could extend the project construction timeline (Moderate)
Federally listed threatened or endangered species or their critical habitat previously
unidentified may be discovered within or near the proposed project before or during
construction activities, which may require additional environmental reviews and
coordination, that could result in a modification to the structure design or limitations on
certain types of activities during certain times of the year delaying the proposed project
construction timeline (Low)
Existing eagle nests in close proximity to proposed project features may restrict
construction activities during certain times of year; primarily during the breeding,
nesting and fledging seasons from mid-January to mid-August, which may extend the
project construction timeline (Low)
Newly constructed eagles nests in close proximity to the proposed project features
could require additional environmental reviews and coordination or design
modifications that could extend the project construction timeline (Low)
New issues not considered in the original EIS may be discovered that result in additional
risks not currently identified (Low)
Information Required from Others
Total project footprint including construction limits of the diversion channel, water
control structure, access roads, utility buildings and staging and stockpiling areas
(Design/Structures)
Areas and quantities of excavation (Design)
Areas where fill material would be placed - including quantities of fill, type of fill and
source of fill material (Design/Structures)
Refined hydraulic modeling to verify water depth at structure during low flows and
velocities through structure during average annual high flows (H&H)
Assessment of cultural resource impacts for the proposed project footprint
(PD-E/Cultural)
Future Design Tasks
Complete wetland assessment for new Wild Rice Structure location
Complete Supplemental EA for new Wild Rice Structure location
Coordinate with Archeologist regarding cultural resources
Obtain Bald Eagle Non-Purposeful Take Permit if needed
Coordinate with USFWS regarding eagles, migratory birds and T&E species
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8 Presentation Phase and Next Steps

The PDT was provided the VBDC report to document design decisions made during the
charrette. The report documents the understanding and assumptions of the team at the
conclusion of the study. The design will continue to evolve throughout the design process.
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Appendix A – Statement of Acceptance
VALUE ENGINEERING STUDY REPORT - STATEMENT OF ACCEPTANCE
The St. Paul District completed the Value Engineering (VE) Study Report (Report No. CEMVP-VEFY17-01) for the Fargo Moorhead Wild Rice Structure Project in accordance with ER 11-1-321.
Notice is hereby given that the VE Study Report was reviewed and accepted by the Project
Delivery Team (PDT). At this time, the proposals noted in the VE Study Report as accepted should
be given further consideration by the PDT and implemented where reasonable. Acceptance for
each proposal is noted in the Executive Summary of VE Study Report. The rational for acceptance
or rejection is included after the description of each proposal.

Megan McGuire, AVS
VE Study Team Lead, CEMVP

Bonnie Greenleaf, P.E.
Project Manager, CEMVP
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Appendix B – PM Certification
VALUE ENGINEERING STUDY – PROJECT MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATION
I, Bonnie Greenleaf, certify that this procurement action, Fargo Moorhead Wild Rice Structure
Project, has completed the Value Engineering process as required by ER 11-1-321, Army
Programs Value Engineering. Specifically, I certify compliance with Public Law 99-662 (33 USC
2288) and OMB Circular A-131. A VE study was conducted on 5 Oct 16 by the appropriate
authority. All VE proposals indicating potential savings over $1,000,000 have been resolved
with approval of MSC/Engineering Center Commander.

Bonnie Greenleaf, P.E.
Project Manager, CEMVP-PM

Megan McGuire, AVS
Value Engineering Officer, CEMVP-VEO

VALUE ENGINEERING STUDY – PROJECT MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATION REFERENCE
In order to ensure compliance with applicable statutory requirements, ER 11-1-321 Change 1
dated 01 January 2011 requires that each project/contract, prior to award contain the Project
Management (PM) Certification as follows:
a. Civil Works Decision Documents: All feasibility reports, post authorization change
reports, general reevaluation reports, reauthorization letter reports, and the equivalent
shall contain a review and approval statement from the PM indicating that required VE
action has been completed, as appropriate, for that phase of the project. This
statement will indicate that appropriate studies have been performed and that all
proposals indicating savings greater than $1 Million, affecting plan formulation, have
been resolved.
b. Biddibility, Constructability, Operability, and Environmental (BCOE): The statement that
appropriate VE actions have been completed shall accompany the BCOE document for
all procurement actions with a current working estimate over $2 Million.
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Fargo-Moorhead Metro
Flood Risk Management Project
Wild Rice River and Red River Structures
And Adjacent Dam Walls
Structural Superiority and Resiliency
PURPOSE
The purpose of this memo is to document regulations and PDT discussions supporting the PDT’s
recommendation for the design height of the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures and adjacent dam
walls and to document the team’s findings on application of regulations regarding resiliency and
structural superiority.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of the southern embankment and associated infrastructure (SEAI) is to impound water
during certain flood events and control the flow of this impounded water into the diversion channel and
into the benefitted area. The SEAI is being designed as a dam and is also being designed to function as a
system.
The SEAI system consists of two distinct reaches. The east-west reach that extends from the beginning
of the diversion channel just north of the Diversion Inlet Structure to the tie-in to high ground in
Minnesota is part of the line of protection that provides flood risk management for the Fargo-Moorhead
Metropolitan Area. The Wild Rice River Structure and the Red River Structure are part of this reach and
regulate flow from the staging area into the benefitted area during larger flood events.
The east-west reach of the SEAI system is designed not to be overtopped for its entire length. For this
reason, all features of this reach will include a consistent hydraulic design elevation of 930.0, six (6) feet
above the PMF pool elevation of 924.0.
The north-south reach that extends from just north of the Diversion Inlet Structure to the tie-in to high
ground in North Dakota (approximately 6 miles south of the Diversion Inlet Structure) functions as the
control for the system and includes the Diversion Inlet Structure and the Limited Service Spillway. The
Diversion Inlet Structure regulates flow from the staging area into the diversion channel. The Limited
Service Spillway provides an outlet from the staging area for cases in which the system is not operated
according to the operating plan or a gate becomes inoperable or blocked during very severe events
resulting in an elevated pool in the staging area. The north-south reach of the SEAI is not part of the line
of protection.
The north-south reach of the SEAI system includes embankments that are designed not to be
overtopped, to have a top elevation of 930.0 between the Diversion Inlet Structure and the Limited
1
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Service Spillway, and to have a top elevation of 927.0 south of the Limited Service Spillway. The northsouth reach also includes the Limited Service Spillway which is designed to be overtopped and will have
a top elevation of 924.0. The Limited Service Spillway will include provisions to ensure its resiliency
during an overtopping event. This is being evaluated as part of the Southern Embankment project and is
outside the scope of this memo.

RECOMMENDATION
Because the system is designed to limit overtopping to the Limited Service Spillway, and the rest of the
system is designed not to be overtopped and has resiliency built into the design, the team recommends
not including an additional 2’ feet of structural superiority above adjacent embankments as stated in
DIVR 1110-1-16 and HSDRRS for the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures and adjacent dam walls.
The PDT recommends that the hydraulic design elevation of 930.0 be applied to the Wild Rice River
Structure, Red River Structure, adjacent dam walls, and adjacent dam embankments as follows:
(1) The top of the concrete dam walls adjacent to the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures will
be 930.0. The bridge deck and the designed gap (approximately 2”) between the bridge deck
and the top of the wall will be above 930.0.
(2) The adjacent dam embankments will be constructed to 930.0 plus overbuild for settlement.
Post construction settlement is currently expected to be 1 to 1.5 feet.
(3) The top of the Wild Rice River Structure and Red River Structure abutments and piers will be
930.0 or higher to maintain the top of the damming surface.
(4) The top of the Tainter gates in the closed position will be at elevation 926.6. However, the gates
will normally be open and will only be lowered for events between the 10 year event and the
PMF. During operation of the system, there would be a minimum of 5.1 feet of freeboard
between the pool elevation and the top of the Tainter gates.

REFERENCES
The following regulations and design criteria were reviewed for application to this design and are
referenced in this memo:
DIVR 1110-1-16

Resiliency and Structural Superiority Requirement for Hydraulic Structures Within or
Adjacent to Levees and Floodwalls (21 November 2008)

HSDRRS

Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Design Guidelines (With
Revisions through June 2012)

ER 1110-2-1156

Safety of Dams – Policy and Procedures (31 March 2014)

ER 1110-8-2 (FR)

Inflow Design Floods for Dam and Reservoirs (1 March 1991)

APPLICATION OF DIVR 1110-1-16
DIVR 1110-1-16 is a statement of (MVD) policy that defines the resiliency and structural superiority
requirements to be applied to design and construction for all water resource projects containing
hydraulic structures within or adjacent to levees and floodwalls. While this division regulation does not
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specifically address dams, the SEAI does include hydraulic structures, so the regulation was evaluated
for its application to the SEAI design.
The policy statement states that hydraulic structures will include provisions to prevent damage or failure
from overtopping. It goes on to state that the provisions may consist of structural superiority, armoring,
hardening, or other provisions. Based on this, there is clearly flexibility included in this regulation to
allow the designers to determine how best to ensure the survivability of hydraulic structures during
extreme events that could overtop them.
There is a distinct difference between the design of a dam and the design of a levee or floodwall in that
a levee is designed to a specific level or event frequency, includes risk and uncertainty in its design, and
is expected to be overtopped if the design level of the levee or floodwall is exceeded, whereas a dam is
designed not to be overtopped, and includes freeboard and an emergency spillway, or in the case of the
FMM project, a Limited Service Spillway, to ensure that the dam is not overtopped during extreme
events. The requirement in DIVR 1110-1-16 to include provisions to ensure survival of the hydraulic
structures, and specifically, the implementation of structural superiority, would only be applicable for a
system that is designed to a level that would result in overtopping if the design event were exceeded.
The maximum headwater (pool) elevations for various events based on the HEC-RAS model and the
scenarios run to date are as follows: 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) – 922.5, 0.2% AEP – 922.5,
Probably Maximum Flood (PMF) – 924.0.
Resiliency checks have also been performed for the 0.2% AEP and PMF scenarios. Included in those
resiliency checks was a scenario that involved the local sponsor continuing their flood fighting efforts
beyond the recommended maximum pool elevation of 924.0. The resulting maximum water surface
within the staging area for this scenario was shown to be in the range of 928.0 – 928.5 feet.
Additionally, three different gate blockage scenarios were run using the unsteady HEC-RAS model for
the PMF scenario in combination with the recommended alignment and profile of the embankment
upstream of the Diversion Inlet Structure. Out of the three scenarios analyzed (one gate blocked on the
Red River, one gate blocked on the Wild Rice River, and one gate blocked on both the Red and Wild Rice
Rivers), the maximum pool elevation increases to approximately 925.4 feet in the event that one gate is
blocked at both the Red River and Wild Rice River Structures.
One scenario was modeled during the resiliency checks which would result in some wave overtopping.
That scenario included a PMF event coupled with the local sponsor continuing flood fighting efforts
beyond the recommended maximum pool elevation. If the project is operated according to the
operating plan, the water surface would not exceed 924.0 feet and the maximum wave height would be
in the 4 to 5 foot range. Meaning, if properly operated, there would be no wave overtopping of the
SEAI, except at the Limited Service Spillway.
For the SEAI, including the control structures and the dam walls, the required method of ensuring
survival of the structures and the dam embankment is to construct them to a height that ensures they
are not overtopped. A design elevation of 930.0 will ensure that the water surface within the staging
area will not reach a level that would result in overtopping of these project features.
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Because the system is designed to limit overtopping to the Limited Service Spillway, and the dam
embankment, control structures, and dam walls will not be overtopped, there is no need to include
structural superiority in the design of the structures.

APPLICATION OF HSDRRS
HSDRRS is a compilation of design guidelines for hurricane protection measures which was ordered by
the Chief of Engineering Division in New Orleans District following hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005.
The intent of these design guidelines is to provide a comprehensive collection of best practices for
professionals engaged in the design of hurricane protection system components.
The Hurricane Protection System is a system of levees, floodwalls, and other infrastructure that is
designed to provide protection from hurricanes. As such, it is designed to provide protection to a
specific level or storm severity and is expected to be overtopped if the design level of protection is
exceeded. For the reasons stated above, under application of DIVR 1110-1-16, the structural superiority
recommendations included in the HSDRRS Guidelines do not apply to a dam.
The recommendation included in the HSDRRS design guidelines to design for future conditions did
provoke a discussion within the team. The following is a summary of that discussion.
Future Conditions vs Current Conditions. The HSDRRS design guidelines include provisions for designing
certain structural components that would be difficult to rebuild if damaged for future conditions. Future
conditions for the New Orleans HSDRRS are meant to account for regional ground surface subsidence
and sea level rise. Neither of these issues apply in North Dakota or the Red River basin, however,
recently conditions in the Red River basin have been wet. Six of the top ten floods at Fargo-Moorhead
have occurred in the past 20 years. As a result, the hydrology for the basin was updated as part of the
Fargo-Moorhead Feasibility Study. The team discussed the possibility of future revisions to the
hydrology for the Red River basin and specifically the likelihood of such revisions during the next 50
years affecting the design elevations for the SEAI. Since the design of the dam is controlled by the PMF,
changes in the frequency of operation or reaching the maximum pool level would not impact the design
elevation of the dam. An increase in the PMF might result in required use of the Limited Service
Spillway, but the capacity of the Limited Service Spillway would allow five feet of freeboard to be
maintained for a noticeable increase in the PMF event.
At this point in time, there does not appear to be a reason to account for future increases in design
headwater (pool) elevations for future conditions based on historic information, recent trends, or future
updates to area hydrology.

RESILIENCY CHECKS
Resiliency of the structure and performance during a malfunction are addressed in ER 1110-2-1156,
“Safety of Dams – Policy and Procedures” and ER 1110-8-2 (FR), “Inflow Design Floods for Dams and
Reservoirs.” Resiliency checks were performed for both the 0.2% AEP (500-year flood) and PMF
according to the requirements of these ERs to ensure integrity and survivability of the system. The
resiliency check for the 0.2% AEP event used a slightly higher pool elevation than what was used for the
0.2% AEP event to be consistent with previous documentation as well as account for the uncertainty in
the shape, size, and timing of the incoming hydrograph. The PMF resiliency check also analyzed a higher
pool elevation, which represents the project not being operated according to the operating plan.
4
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Finally, three different gate blockage scenarios were analyzed to determine the maximum increase in
the pool elevation in the event that one gate at either the Wild Rice River Structure, Red River Structure,
or one gate at both structures, is completely blocked or inoperable.
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ATTACHMENT M-6
DRAFT- MFR, Wild Rice River and Red River Structures Dewatering System,
Fargo Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project, 13 June 2017
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Memorandum for Record
Subject: Fargo-Moorhead Metro Flood Risk Management Project, Wild Rice River and Red
River Structures Dewatering System
1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this memo is to document PDT investigations, design work, and discussions supporting
the PDT’s recommendation for the design of the dewatering systems for the Wild Rice River Structure
and the Red River Structure. A gate bay dewatering system will be required for maintenance and
periodic inspection. As for an emergency closure requirement, there is no direct USACE guidance. Per
EM 1110-2-2602, the decision to install an emergency closure system is made on a project by project
basis. The decision regarding the requirement for emergency closure will be informed by evaluating
risks of a tainter gate being inoperable (stuck open), failed structurally or misoperated. The risk
influence factors include, gate and mechanical equipment design, ability to mitigate flows operationally,
likelihood of downstream consequences, magnitude of downstream consequences and cost.

2

RECOMMENDATION

The PDT recommends that the dewatering system be designed for maintenance purposes only with the
following specific characteristics:
(1) The dewatering system will be a girder and panel system with dedicated girders at each site and
interchangeable panels that can be used at both sites.
(2) The panels will be 25 feet in height.
(3) The system will be designed to allow dewatering of one bay at a time for maintenance activities
during low flow periods (July to November).
Based on evaluation, the PDT’s findings indicate that a dewatering system capable of being installed
under flow to provide emergency closure capability is not warranted due to the level of risk and the
level of potential consequences.

3

REFERENCES

The following regulations and design criteria were reviewed for application to this design and are
referenced in this memo and/or appendices:
ER 1110-2-1156

Safety of Dams – Policy and Procedures (31 March 2014)

ER 1130-2-530

Flood Control Operations and Maintenance Policies (30 Oct 1996)

EM 1110-2-2610

Mechanical and Electrical Design for Lock and Dam Operating Equipment

EM 1110-2-2602

Planning and Design of Navigation Locks (30 September 1995)

4

HYDRAULICS AND HYDROLOGY

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) activities at both the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures would
take place during periods of low flow, typically between July and November. For the Wild Rice River
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Structure, the USGS gage at the I-29 bridge (USGS gage: 464243096495100) was used to develop a series
of late summer/fall monthly flow and elevation duration curves to better understand what the typical
flows and water surface elevations would be during this time. Since the I-29 gage has only 3 years of
flow records, its data were compared to the long-term record at the Abercrombie gage (period of
record: 1932 to present). This comparison yielded very similar flows between the two gages. Monthly
flow and elevation duration curves for the Red River Structure were also developed based on the USGS
gage at Hickson (USGS gage: 05051522). This USGS gage contains 41 years of record and is located
approximately 5 miles upstream of the proposed Red River Structure location.
All of the elevation duration curves for both the Wild Rice and Red River Structures have been translated
from the long-term gaging site location (i.e.: Abercrombie or Hickson) to the structure’s location. This
translation occurred by either comparing USGS rating curves for the Wild Rice River Structure, or
through RAS model runs for the Red River Structure.
At this point, the preferred dewatering system type is maintenance-level and consists of a panel and
girder system. There is a desire to consider the feasibility of sharing the vertical panels between the two
sites. With that approach, dewatering at each location would have to take place during separate
months of the year, or on different years. The Red River Structure will constantly see higher flows and
stages than the Wild Rice River Structure and the sill elevation of the Red River Structure is lower;
therefore, the height of the dewatering panels is governed by the criteria that satisfies an appropriate
height of the dewatering system on the Red River Structure.
To date, there is no governing USACE Engineering Manual (EM) or Engineering Regulation (ER) that
defines the required level of protection for maintenance dewatering systems. Rather, the level of
protection is determined based on the specific conditions and circumstances for each situation. As a
result, the stage-duration curves were used to estimate what the PDT feels is an appropriate height for
the dewatering system, based on the time of the year in which they would be used.

4.1

Height of Dewatering System

Three different heights for the dewatering system were considered when determining the appropriate
height at the Red River Structure: 20 feet, 25 feet, and 30 feet. The top elevation of these three
dewatering system alternatives are listed in the table below.
Table 4-1: Top of Dewatering System
Height of Dewatering System
(ft)
20
25
30

Top of Dewatering System Elevation (NAVD 88)
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
(Sill elevation = 886.6)
(Sill elevation = 873.0)
906.6
893.0
911.6
898.0
916.6
903.0

The following three tables contain information on the percent of time a particular stage is equaled or
exceeded for each of the three dewatering system height alternatives. This data comes directly from
the elevation-duration curves for both structures’ locations.
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Table 4-2: Dewatering System Height of 20 Feet
Month
June
July
August
September
October
November

Percent of Time Stage will Equal or Exceed Top of the
Dewatering System
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
1%
33%
0%
17%
0%
6%
0%
1%
0%
2%
0%
3%
Table 4-3: Dewatering System Height of 25 Feet

Month
June
July
August
September
October
November

Percent of Time Stage will Equal or Exceed Top of the
Dewatering System
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
0%
12%
0%
2%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
1%
Table 4-4: Dewatering System Height of 30 Feet

Month
June
July
August
September
October
November

Percent of Time Stage will Equal or Exceed Top of the
Dewatering System
Wild Rice River Structure
Red River Structure
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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Height Recommendation of Dewatering System

The PDT’s recommendation is to construct a maintenance level dewatering system to a height of 25.0
feet based on the time of the year when the dewatering system will be used (July – November) and the
very low probability (≤ 2%) that any of these stages will equal or exceed the top of the dewatering
system at either structure.

4.3

Inundation Scenarios

Three different gate loss scenarios were run using an unsteady 2D HEC-RAS model for the PMF scenario
in combination with the recommended alignment and profile of the embankment south of the Diversion
Inlet Structure. These three scenarios modeled:
(1) Complete loss of one gate at the Wild Rice River Structure
(2) Complete loss of one gate at the Red River Structure
(3) Complete loss of one gate at both the Wild Rice and Red River Structures
The PMF hydrograph for this analysis was generated by HMG and used the accepted PMF discharge into
the staging area of approximately 204,000 cfs. To be conservative, flow was only able to pass over the
Limited Service Spillway (LSS) and not through the Diversion Inlet Structure. This resulted in an
artificially higher pool elevation, which describes the upper limit to the area inundated and depth of
inundation as a result of losing one gate at either, or both, structures. Loss of the gate for each of the
three scenarios was triggered by the staging area reaching an elevation of 924.0 feet.
Progression of Flood Wave
In general, overland flooding progresses slowly from the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures to the
city center. This is due, in part, to the very mild gradient of the floodplain and the fact that many of the
east-west roads between both structures and the in-town levees are constructed a few feet higher than
the surrounding topography. As a result, these barriers prevent this uncontrolled flow from progressing
downstream more quickly. Modeling results suggest that overland flows will not reach the low-lying,
local drainage ditches at the southern-most portion of the in-town levees until approximately 8 hours
after a breach for either of the first two scenarios modeled. More substantial overland flood waters
(i.e.: high enough to begin to loading the levee) take approximately 24 hours to reach the southern
portion of the in-town levee system.
Flooding within the benefitted area would begin immediately after a complete gate failure at either
location. Within one hour of a gate failure, flood waters at the Wild Rice River Structure would extend
approximately 0.75 miles north, east, and west of the structure with a water depth of 1-2 feet at the
structure. After two hours, flood waters have spread to approximately 1.5 miles east and west, and
roughly 1 mile north of the structure, with depths ranging between 1.5 and 2.5 feet at the structure.
After four hours, overland flood waters have spread approximately 2.5 miles to the east and west, and
1.5 miles downstream of the structure with water depths between 2.5 and 3.5 feet at the structure.
This progression is similar to a complete gate failure at the Red River Structure.
Depth and Area of Inundation
Inundation depths during each of these gate failure scenarios is relatively small as a result of the flatness
of the basin. Maximum depths around the Wild Rice River and Red River Structure for any of the three
scenarios analyzed are less than 4 feet.
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Water surface profiles for each of the three modeled scenarios were compared to the top of levee
height at the location of the Fargo gage. Results of this comparison can be found in the table below. To
be conservative, the reported stages in column (3) have been rounded up to the nearest 0.5 feet.

Table 4-5: Maximum Water Elevations Due to Gate Failure
(2)

(3)

Approximate Maximum Water
Surface Elevation (NAVD 88)

Approximate Maximum Stage
above USGS gage at Fargo (ft)

Loss of one gate at the Wild
Rice River Structure

899.7

37.0

Loss of one gate at the Red
River Structure

903.7

41.0

Loss of one gate at both Wild
Rice River and Red River
Structure

905.7

43.0

(1)
Gate Failure Scenario
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Figure 4-1: City of Fargo Flood Mitigation Projects Completed
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As seen in the figure above, most of the in-town levees are built to the water surface profile correlating
with a stage of 44 feet (906.74 feet at the USGS gage at Fargo, NAVD 88). The top elevation of the
lowest section of the in-town levees is a stage of 42.5 feet, located near 32nd Avenue South. Although
the above table indicates that complete failure of one gate at either the Wild Rice River or Red River
Structures would not overtop the in-town levees, some of these levee systems tie into ground that is at
a stage of approximately 39.5 feet. In these areas, emergency measures would need to be constructed
in order to prevent flooding in the benefitted area.

5

RISK ASSESSMENT

The Southern Embankment includes two control structures which control flow into the benefitted area
during a flooding event. The structure at the Wild Rice River has two 40-foot wide tainter gates and the
structure at the Red River has three 50-foot wide tainter gates. A gate bay closure system will be
required for maintenance and periodic inspection. The decision regarding the requirement for
emergency closure will be informed by evaluating the risks of a tainter gate being inoperable (stuck
open), failed structurally, or mis-operated. The risk influence factors include gate and mechanical
equipment design, ability to mitigate flows operationally, likelihood of downstream consequences,
magnitude of downstream consequences, and cost.

5.1

Feasibility Report, Emergency Closure

The Main Report of Final Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement, Fargo-Moorhead
Metropolitan Area Flood Risk Management, Red River of the North, includes the Errata Sheet dated
November 2011 does not directly address emergency closures. The feasibility report, Appendix J
Structural, does refer to the use of “secondary bulkheads in case the tainter gates malfunction” for the
structural design of the WRRS and RRS. Again, no evaluation was performed during the feasibility effort.

5.2

Potential Failure Mode (PFM) - Tainter Gate Operating Machinery Failure

Under normal circumstances, the tainter gates will be fully open and will be dogged. The failure or
malfunction of the tainter gate operating machinery or any of its subcomponents could cause a tainter
gate to become stuck in the open position. The tainter gate operating machinery is comprised of
mechanical drive components and electrical control and power systems. As detailed in the following
discussion, a tainter gate being stuck in the open position due to failure of the gate operating machinery
is unlikely. This is because (1) there is proven reliability in similar gate operating machinery; (2) there is
the potential for intervention under certain conditions; and (3) it is likely that, with proper Operation
and Maintenance procedures, most issues could be found and corrected early.
Potential Mechanical Failures and Intervention
In the event of a failure of open gearing, gearboxes, or hoist drums, the tainter gate would be
inoperable. The outage could be several days to several months. This is because using an alternate
means of lowering the gate (with a crane, for example) would be difficult to implement during a flood
event, and it can be expected that there is a long lead time for new gears and gearboxes or repair parts.
Failure of shafting, couplings, or any connecting hardware between the worm gearbox and the parallel
gearboxes could be repaired as long as the gate dogging devices were engaged. The dogging devices
hold the tainter gate in the fully open position and take the load off of the gate operating machinery
when the system is not in use. It is expected that these repairs could be made with local resources
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within a day or two. The design includes a spare brake which can be replaced in less than a day. This
work would also require the dogging devices to be engaged.
5.2.1.1 Reliability of Similar Gate Operating Machinery
The St. Paul District has over 120 similar tainter gate operating machinery installations at the locks and
dams on the Upper Mississippi River. Additionally, other types of gate and valve operating machinery in
the District feature comparable subcomponents such as hoist drums, gearboxes, open gearing, shafts,
couplings, motors, and brakes. Historically, this machinery has been very reliable due, in part, to the
factors of safety used in the design. Per EM 1110-2-2610, all of the WRRS and RRS tainter gate
operating machinery components are designed with a minimum factor of safety of 5. Additional factors
of safety are applied to some components (such as shafts) to account for shock loading and fatigue. EM
1110-2-2610 also requires that “all components should be designed for a unit stress not to exceed 75%
of the yield strength of the material” at the locked rotor torque of the motor. The WRRS and RRS
motors have a locked rotor torque of 200% of the full load motor torque during normal operation. With
this additional requirement, many of the machinery components will have an inherent factor of safety
higher than the required 5. Because of this, it is expected that the mechanical components on the
WRRS and RRS tainter gate operating machinery will be just as reliable as the gate operating machinery
on the Mississippi River dam gates.
Potential Electrical Failures and Intervention
A more likely failure mode for the tainter gate operating machinery would be a failed electrical
component or power loss. Nearly all electrical issues can be temporarily fixed in emergency situations in
a matter of hours. The motor control centers and pushbutton controls can be bypassed by wiring threephase power directly into the motor. Limit switches can also be bypassed. Any breaks in electrical
cables could be quickly repaired. The brakes can be manually operated in the event that they cannot be
electrically disengaged. A spare motor will be provided at each site and can be replaced in less than a
day. A power outage would temporarily render the gate inoperable, but provisions to connect a
portable generator have been included in the design. Any of these temporary repairs can be made with
the tainter gate in any position (the dogging devices do not need to be engaged). It should be noted
that any electrical repairs should be carried out by an experienced electrician and only in emergency
situations. While temporary electrical repairs are in place, any gate movements should be made using
extreme caution.
Maintenance, Testing, and Inspection
While the chance of a tainter gate becoming stuck in the open position is unlikely, the design will call for
a robust maintenance, testing, and inspection program. Trial gate operations will be required at least
once a year, prior to the beginning of the spring flood season. Any issues with the gate operating
machinery or electrical system that would cause the gate to become stuck open could be identified and
addressed prior to the flood season.

5.3

Tainter Gate Misoperation

A misoperated tainter gate can be corrected in a relatively short time with minimal impacts.
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Potential Failure Mode (PFM) - Structural Gate Failure

Description
A flood event with an annual chance of exceedance (ACE) comparable to the PMF. A gate movement is
directed based on flow conditions. As the gate is operated, trunnion friction increases. The gate
operator personnel does not recognize the overstress and continues to move the gate. The gate strut
arms are over-stressed and buckle. The gate comes off the trunnion hub, rotates, and is washed down
stream causing an uncontrolled release of water into the benefited area. River stages in town rise and
lead to overtopping of low spots in the in-town levee system.
Background
The FMM trunnion assembly is shown below that shows the pin bushing arrangement. The bushing
material is a composite self-lubricating type. The exact bushing material to be used will not be known
until construction shop drawings are approved during EDC. However, the bushing is considered a
Fracture Critical Bearing (FCB) and specifications are the most current version recommended by the
USACE Hydro Electric Design Center (HDC) in Portland, Oregon. Composite self-lubricating bushings
typically have an “as designed condition” friction coefficient of 0.1 or less. Per USACE guidance, the
FMM design assumes a “failed bushing condition” friction coefficient value of 0.3.

Figure 5-1: DIS Plans, SG412 Trunnion Assembly
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Gate Arrangement/Structural Condition: The gates are new and use proven member configurations and
connections details to minimize fracture and fatigue. The modern configuration helps minimize the
number of FCMs and increases redundancy.
Inspection/Maintenance/Exercising of Gates: Since the Southern Embankment dam is operated as a
temporary water staging area and not as a permanent reservoir, water is not on the gate for extended
periods of time. Additionally, a dewatering system is provided to completely dry the gate bays, which
allows for complete inspection and maintenance of the gates. Unlike some reservoir tainter gates, the
FMM tainter gates can be exercised and tested over their full travel on a yearly basis. Any issues could
be identified ahead of any flood season.
Bushing Failure: The tainter gate trunnion assembly is depicted in Figure 5-1 above and shows the pin
bushing arrangement. The bushing material is a composite self-lubricating type. The exact bushing
material to be used will not be known until construction shop drawings are approved during EDC.
However, the bushing is considered a Fracture Critical Bearing (FCB) and specifications are the most
current version recommended by the USACE Hydro Electric Design Center (HDC) in Portland, Oregon.
Composite self-lubricating bushings typically have an “as designed condition” friction coefficient of 0.1
or less. Per USACE guidance, the FMM design assumes a “failed bushing condition” friction coefficient
value of 0.3.
Tainter Gate Strut Arm Failure: As stated above, the gate is designed for the failed bushing condition
with the calculated strut arm interaction ratios about 0.90-0.95. Therefore the strut arms are already
designed for the overload condition.
Risk Estimates
The tainter gates are the most vulnerable when initially lifted as the condition of trunnion hub is not
known until the gate moves. Increased trunnion friction can increase stresses in the strut arms causing
them to buckle and fail the gate. Tainter gates are generally reliable if operated and maintained on a
regular basis. Modern design of gates accounts for worn or damaged trunnion bushings by accounting
for the associated increase in friction factor. For a modern designed tainter gate that is well operated
and maintained, the probability of failure is relatively low. Based on historical data, a well-designed gate
that is maintained, inspected, and exercised should have an annualized failure rate in the range of 1E-04
to 1E-05 or possibly lower. When combined with the reservoir annual chance of exceedance for the
PMF (1/1000 to 1/10000), the Annualized Probability of Failure of a FMM tainter gate is estimated at 1E07 or lower. The annualized probability of a mechanical failure is expected to be the same order of
magnitude as that of a structural failure.
Consequences
In accordance with ER 1110-2-1156, Table J.1 Hazard Potential Classification for Civil Works Projects, the
southern embankment is classified as a high hazard dam. The Fargo-Moorhead Metro (FMM) area is
downstream of the dam. The population of the FMM metropolitan area is approximately 200,000 (2009
census).
Life safety modeling specifically for a tainter gate failure was not performed. Existing breach and
inundation analysis was used to establish a range of life safety associated for a failed gate. The 2011
breach analysis for the southern embankment, estimated the life loss to be on the order of 4 to 12 for
events between the 0.01 and 0.002 ACE. The reservoir elevation at the PMF is only 1.5 feet higher and
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therefore estimated life loss would not increase by an order of magnitude. Additionally, flows from a
gate failure would be limited by the size of the bay which would be much smaller than the breach size
assumed for the embankment.
Incremental Life Safety Risk Matrix
As shown below, conservatively, the failure of a tainter gate would plot at or below the axis of a typical
risk matrix. A mechanical failure is expected to also fall within the uncertainty box shown in the risk
matrix below.

PFM 2: Tainter Gate Failure

Figure 5-2: Risk Matrix for Tainter Gate Failure

5.5

Recommendation

Hydraulic analysis indicates that it is very unlikely that the in-town levees would be overtopped from a
tainter gate failure or a gate stuck in the open position. Even if levees were overtopped, the risk is
estimated to be well below a tolerable limit. Based on this evaluation, it is recommended that only a
maintenance level dewatering system be provided for the Wild Rice River and Red River Structures.

6

EVALUATION OF DEWATERING SYSTEMS

Both the bulkhead systems and the panel and girder systems were evaluated for the Red River Structure
and the Wild Rice River Structure. The benefits of each system were evaluated along with the cost. A
detailed description of the systems and the factors considered are attached in Appendix A and Appendix
B. Basic configurations of the systems are shown below. Note: Figures in Section 6 were developed for
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the initial evaluation using preliminary elevations. Current design elevations can be found in Table 4-1
for the 25 foot high dewatering system.

6.1

Alternative #1: Bulkhead Systems

Bulkhead systems would consist of four interchangeable bulkheads at the Wild Rice River Structure. The
bulkhead system at the Red River Structure would consist of eight sequential bulkheads that would need
to be installed in a specific sequence due to the height of protection required. This would be enough
bulkheads at each site to allow dewatering of one gate bay at a time at each site.

Figure 6-1: Bulkhead Dewatering System
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The bulkheads would have the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Two girder bulkheads at both sites require that each girder be designed as fracture critical.
Bulkheads would be designed with rollers on the ends to mitigate sliding friction and allow
installation under flow.
Bulkheads would be designed with the skin plate on the upstream side.
Bulkheads would be designed with a stiffness corresponding to a uniform deflection to maintain
seal integrity under load.
Each site would require its own lifting beam for installation and removal of the bulkheads.
Maximum lifting force was based on available cranes for rent in the Fargo-Moorhead area.

Alternative #2: Panel and Girder System

Vertical steel panels, dedicated horizontal girders, and vertical guides at each site. The panel and girder
system would have the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panels can be used at both the Wild Rice and Red River Structures.
Girders will be sized individually for each site.
Panel interlocks will be designed to be self-sealing. Divers not required.
Panels will have a demarcation line on each panel to ensure adequate seal bearing.
Recesses will be provided for the end panels to eliminate the need for wedge seals.
Panel heights based on requirements for the Red River Structure. Panels will be taller than
necessary at the Wild Rice River Structure.
Vertical guides are required to provide a sealing surface between panels and to allow the panels
to be interchangeable between the Wild Rice River Structure and the Red River Structure.
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Figure 6-2: Panel Girder Dewatering System

6.3

Cost Comparison

The following table summarizes the costs of the three systems evaluated. The cost estimate is based on
preliminary elevations, but the cost relationship between the two systems is still valid for relative
comparison.
Table 6-1: Relative Costs of Dewatering System Alternatives
System

Cost
$ 5,160,000
$ 1,760,000

Bulkhead System
Panel and Girder System

*Cost includes the total cost for both the Wild Rice River structure and the Red River Structure and
includes costs for bulkheads, lifting beams, girders, and panels as applicable. The costs shown do not
include installation costs.

6.4

Recommended Dewatering System

The PDT recommends using a panel and girder system with girders dedicated to each site and 25 foot
long panels that can be used at both the Wild Rice River Structure and the Red River Structure.
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DEWATERING SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL

The following describes how the recommended panel and girder system will be installed and removed.

7.1

Concept and Assumptions

The basic concept is that the downstream girder, vertical guide columns and panels will be installed
from the crane platform located next to the abutment wall. The upstream girder and panels will be
installed from the service bridge. The current assumption is that the Diversion Authority will hire a
contractor to install the girders, vertical guide columns and panels, dewater the gate bay, and perform
repair work if required.

7.2

Equipment and Personnel Required
•

•
•

7.3

The design of the dewatering system and the bridge are based on using a Tadano ATF100G-4 or
Liebherr LTM1095-5.2 to install and remove the dewatering system components. These cranes
were available through Borsheim Crane in West Fargo North Dakota at the time of design. Any
other cranes used would need to be checked versus the design crane.
The contractor will also need (1) semi-truck and trailer to move the panels and girders from the
storage area to the East bay of the Wild Rice River Structure or to the Red River Structure.
Assumed minimum personnel requirements are: (1) crane operator, (1) signal person, (2)
riggers, and (1) semi-truck driver.

Dewatering Sequence

The following sequence is what was assumed during design of the structure and dewatering system.
a. The crane and flatbed semi-truck are mobilized for the dewatering contract.
b. The semi-truck with flatbed trailer enters the turnaround area first and positions itself facing
outward.
c. The crane then enters turn around area and moves onto the crane platform.
d. The crane rotates and picks up the needle girder from the storage area downstream of the dam
wall and installs the girder into the downstream girder slot (See Figure 7-1).
i.
1 to 2 people guide the needle girder into the girder slot.
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Figure 7-1 – Needle Girder Placement into Downstream Slot
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e. The crane then rotates and picks up vertical guide columns and needle panels. It installs a
vertical guide column (1 of 3) and a needle panel (1 of 4) into the foundation slot (See Figure 72).
i.

1 to 2 people are guiding the vertical guide columns and panels into position and then
strapping them to the girder.

ii.

This operation is repeated until all vertical guide columns and panels are installed in the
downstream slot.

Figure 7-2 – Needle Panel Placement into Downstream Slot
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The crane then rotates and lifts vertical guide columns and needle panels from storage slab onto
the back of the semi-truck flatbed trailer (See Figure 7-3).
i.

Timber cribbing is placed between the vertical guide columns and each panel.

ii.

Repeat this operation until all 3 vertical guide columns and 4 panels are stacked onto
the back of the flatbed trailer.

iii.

1 to 2 people are guiding the panel into position on the trailer.

Figure 7-3 – Needle Panel Placement on Semi-truck
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g. The crane then rotates and lifts needle girder from storage slab onto the back of the semi-truck
flatbed trailer (See Figure 7-4)
i.

1 to 2 people are guiding the girder into position on the trailer.

Figure 7-4 - Needle Girder Placement on Semi-truck
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h. The girder, vertical columns, and panels are then strapped down to the flatbed trailer.
i.

The crane moves onto the vehicle service bridge, followed by the semi-truck and flatbed trailer
(See Figure 7-5). This is for the needle girder and panel placement on the “near” bay. For
opposite side installation, the flatbed truck moves onto the vehicle service bridge first, followed
by the crane. The crane is always located on the service bridge over the bay opposite the bay
being dewatered.

Figure 7-5 – Crane & Semi-truck movement to Vehicle Service Bridge
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For the dewatering of the western bay, the crane preceeds the semi-truck and flatbed and sets
up east of the semi-truck and flatbed.

k. The straps are removed from the semi-truck and flatbed trailer.
l.

The crane then reaches forward and turns approximately 15-20 degrees to install the girder into
the upstream girder slot (See Figure 7-6).

Figure 7-6 – Needle Girder Placement into Upstream Slot
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m. The crane then rotates and picks up vertical guide columns and needle panels. It installs a
vertical guide column (1 of 3) and a needle panel (1 of 4) into the foundation slot (See Figure 77).
i.

1 to 2 people are guiding the vertical guide columns and panels into position and then
strapping them to the girder.

ii.

This operation is repeated until all vertical guide columns and panels are installed in the
upstream slot. The crane will turn approximately 15-30 degrees to install the vertical
guide columns and upstream needle panels.

Figure 7-7 – Needle Panel Placement into Upstream Slot
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n. Dewatering of the bay then commences.
o. Removal of the panels, vertical guide columns, and girders would follow a similar process in
reverse.

8

APPENDICES

The following documents were prepared to support the documentation of information specific to these
structures and to aid in determining the cost and configuration of the various systems evaluated and are
attached as appendices.
Table 8-1: Associated Appendices
Appendix A
Appendix B

Wild Rice River Structure: Dewatering & Emergency Closure System
Wild Rice River Structure & Red River Structure Dewatering System
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ATTACHMENT M-7
Memorandum for Commander Mississippi Valley Division, Fargo Moorhead
Metro Flood Risk Management Project – Proposed Design Approach, 08 March
2013
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